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At Ideal Standard, we believe that creativity is the catalyst to continuous evolution in your bathroom. As Europe’s 
leading brand, Ideal Standard’s goal is to create a living space that is truly like you. Sustainable and exclusively 
following three main philosophies: design, performance and innovation. Ideal Standard is the reflection of 
personalised well-being. Spirit and materials focused to create a universe where the body and mind are immersed 
in renewed pleasure day after day. Discover the new groundbreaking solutions that capture your desires.
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ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
The award-winning internationally renowned 
German design company was founded in 1989 
by Thomas Fiegl and Achim Pohl. The success 
of their multiple awarded product developments 
is based on simplicity, sensuality and constancy, 
and is the basis for the Moments collection 
(shown from left to right).

David Chipperfield 
Ideal Standard commissioned David Chipperfield, 
one of the world’s leading architects, to create a 
bathroom collection. The ‘White and Silver’ range 
is based on the total simplicity of circular and 
square geometric forms as displayed in the cube 
pedestal basin shown below.

Slow-closing WC seat
Most WC seats within the International collection have 
been designed with a slow-closing hinge.

Designer
                     bathrooms
International brings together a special collection of products 

representing the highest quality design and the latest technology  

and engineering from across Europe. Each piece, only available  

from selected retailers, is the culmination of a lengthy design process 

involving many award-winning designers providing excellence  

in form and function.

Ideal Standard has been commissioning renowned designers such as 

Jasper Morrison, Franco Bertoli, David Chipperfied and Robin Levien 

RDI to design bathroom porcelain, taps and mixers for many years. 

More recently, other international designers have produced collections 

for Ideal Standard including Cornelia Thies and ARTEFAKT.
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52 Tonic 56 Tonic Guest 62 Daylight60 Alfiere

26 Silver20 White

The Collections

48 Melange36 Create

10 Attitude06 Ventuno 12 SimplyU

28 Moments

The following collections form an exclusive range of products created by some  

of the world’s leading designers. Each collection contains inspirational products 

to help you create the perfect contemporary bathroom space.
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Ventuno 
50cm handrinse basin, wall mounted WC suite 
and wall mounted bidet, shown with Attitude 
mixer fittings; for the complete range of Attitude 
mixers and taps see page 132. Attitude built-in 
thermostatic shower with Alfiere shower kit  
(see page 161) and Bliss Alcove shower and 
tray; for more information on showers, see 
pages 86-87. Moments mirror and toothbrush 
holder; for the complete range of Moments 
accessories see page 148. 
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The elegant, linear design  

of Ventuno combined with the 

creative genius of award-winning 

designer Franco Bertoli, embraces 

all the qualities of a design classic 

for the 21st century.

See p130-131 for the complete Ventuno range

Design by 
Franco Bertoli is one of Italy’s 
most successful designers having 
created prestigious housing 
schemes, golf courses and 
industrial projects including the 
Fontana Art lamp and the Fiat 
370. He has been designing for 
Ideal Standard since 1984.
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Ventuno 
60cm pedestal basin, close coupled WC 
suite and 170 x 80cm Idealcast bath, 
shown with Attitude mixer fittings; for 
the complete range of Attitude mixers 
and taps see page 132.

Ventuno 
The collection comprises five washbasins, four 

WC suites, two bidets and three baths. All Ventuno 

pieces are designed to perfectly complement 

each other and are characterised by generous 

capacity and inherent practical features. 

Design by Franco Bertoli

See p130-131 for the complete Ventuno range

Hidden fixings
The WC and bidet feature hidden fixings to accentuate  
the purity of the design by creating long, uninterrupted 
lines and smooth surfaces.

Ve
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o

Perfectly                 
  formed
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performance

Bold, sensuous and minimalist, Attitude fuses style 

and innovation. Behind its sleek perpendicular lines 

lies state-of-the-art functionality that maximises 

safety and water saving. Cool Body technology  

is available on the basin mixers and exposed 

thermostatic fittings. All the basin mixers are 

available with a choice of outlets. Whether you 

prefer the classic sensation of a simple stream  

of water or a spa-style waterfall, you can be sure  

of streamlined design.

Attitude

Attitude 
Rim mounted thermostatic bath shower 
mixer with Cool Body technology. 

See p132 for the complete Attitude range

Classic or waterfall?
Attitude basin mixers are available with a choice of outlets. 
For low pressure installations opt for the classic outlet 
fitted with a flow straightener for a simple stream  
of water (shown left), or the holistic effect of a waterfall, 
(shown above) for high pressure installations. Both outlet 
options are also supplied with a flow regulator to limit  
the flow to 5 litres per minute.

10
11
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Classic

Waterfall

Design by 
ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
the award-winning internationally 
renowned German design company  
was founded in 1989 by Thomas Fiegl 
and Achim Pohl. The Attitude range 
reflects their mission to create distinctive, 
everyday products that balance form 
with function and integrate beautifully 
into their surroundings.
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SimplyU is the latest in cutting edge 

bathroom design. Choose from 

Dynamic, a rectangular basin design 

or Natural, a pebble-like basin, both  

in a range of sizes and then choose 

from a diverse range of mirrors, 

accessories, taps and furniture to 

provide the perfect complement  

to your selection. 

All you have to do is mix and match!

SimplyU 
800mm Dynamic basin, wall mounted basin 
mixer with rectangular escutcheon, 1200mm 
wall mounted Gloss Dark Brown basin unit, 
1200mm mirror with lamps, glass shelf and 
soap dispenser. 

See p133-138 for the complete SimplyU range

Si
m

pl
yU

Design by 
Achim Pohl and Tomas Fiegl 
founded ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
in 1989. In collaboration with the 
international industry the 10-man 
design team develops product lines 
based on simplicity, sensuality and 
constancy. This has been the basis 
for the success of their multiple 
awarded product developments. 
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Choose the furniture...
Storage basin unit or shelf?

Choose the mirror...
and accessories

See p133-138 for the complete SimplyU range

design

Accessorise
The mirror system combines lighting and accessories, 
including glass shelf, hook, glass and soap dispenser,  
to create one singular element… a mirror that performs 
numerous functions while being simple to install and use.

design

Storage basin unit or shelf?
Choose from 55cm cupboard or 80cm, 100cm and 120cm 
basin units with drawers or 80cm and 120cm drawer 
units or 80cm and 120cm shelves which offer an excellent 
surface to place your cosmetics while taking up minimum 
space. All furniture is available in glossy lacquer in White  
or Dark Brown, or a Walnut veneer.

Si
m

pl
yU

Choose the fittings...
Wall or deck mounted?

Choose the basin...
Natural or Dynamic?

design

design

Natural or Dynamic?
There are eight SimplyU basins to choose from.  
Enhance your bathroom with a soft pebble shaped  
Natural basin or opt for a sleek minimalist Dynamic  
basin. Each design is available in four size options. 

Wall or deck mounted?
Wall or deck mounted, oval or rectangular spouts, round, 
oval or square escutcheons... 10 different fittings offer you 
the perfect shape to suit your taste.

14
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SimplyU Dynamic
A statement in straight-edged sophistication.  

Reflecting a trend towards pure minimalism in 

contemporary architecture, powerful lines and definitive 

proportions evoke strength, charisma and rationality.

Design by ARTEFAKT

Dynamic

innovation

Hidden overflow
SimplyU basins feature the IdealFlow system,  
a hidden overflow creating a smoother, more 
appealing surface, which is easy to clean.

See p133-138 for the complete SimplyU range
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SimplyU Dynamic 
65cm Dynamic basin, wall 
mounted basin mixer with 
rectangular escutcheon, 1200mm 
Gloss Dark Brown shelf, 800mm 
mirror with lamp, glass shelf  
and soap dispenser. 

Right: 120cm Dynamic double 
basin, deck mounted basin mixers 
with round escutcheons and 
1200mm storage basin unit in 
Walnut veneer.
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SimplyU Natural
A touch of gentle elegance. Shaped like  

a pebble, the smooth, organic form 

illustrates progressive architectural design. 

Sensual, inviting and minimalist, for 

sensations of peace and tranquillity.

Design by ARTEFAKT

See p133-138 for the complete SimplyU range

Natural

Natural 
60cm basin with 55cm gloss white storage 
basin unit, basin mixer, 55cm mirror  
and accessories.

Right: 45cm vessel basin with 1000mm shelf 
in Walnut veneer, wall mounted basin mixer 
and 55cm mirror and accessories. 

For more SimplyU mixers taps, accessories 
and mirrors see pages 136-138.

design

Time for U 
A digital clock displaying the date  
and hour lights up when you turn  
on the lamp to help you take the  
time to thoroughly enjoy yourself.

18
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Designed by architect David 

Chipperfield and inspired by the 

relationship of geometric forms, 

the sculptural simplicity of White 

brings the best of contemporary 

design to the bathroom. White 

has a selection of 11 pieces from 

which you can create your 

perfect bathroom.

W
hi

te
White 
50cm cube pedestal basin, close 
coupled WC suite and 170 x 80cm 
Idealcast bath. Silver mixer fittings 
used throughout; see pages 141-142 
for the complete Silver range.

Design by 
David Chipperfield has established 
himself as one of the world’s most 
accomplished architects. His buildings 
are characterised by their careful, almost 
sculptural simplicity. The extent of his 
designs range in style from furniture 
commissions to urban planning projects. 
In 2007 he was awarded the RIBA 
Stirling Prize for Architecture.

See p138-140 for the complete White range
20
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White 
170 x 80cm Idealcast bath  
and 50cm cube basin. 

Left: 40cm round vessel basins  
and wall mounted WC suite. 

Above left: 45cm semi-countertop 
basin and back-to-wall WC suite.
Silver mixer fittings used 
throughout; see pages 141-142 
for the complete Silver range.

W
hi

te

White
All pieces in the collection are based on simple 

geometric shapes and are cleanly detailed to 

create a strikingly modern yet classic design.

Design by David Chipperfield

See p138-140 for the complete White range

design

Spoilt for choice
There are six different basins in the range, including 
pedestal, wall mounted, semi-countertop and vessel basins. 

22
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White 
50cm round pedestal basin, close 
coupled WC suite, floor standing  
bidet and 170 x 80cm Idealcast bath. 
Silver mixer fittings used throughout; 
see pages 141-142 for the complete 
Silver range. 

See p138-140 for the complete White range
24
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innovation

Multiport Ceramic Disc technology
This controls the basin mixers’ temperature and water  
flow with impeccable precision, limiting water wastage  
and providing a more efficient flow rate at low pressures. 
The multiport cartridge also includes a safety stop feature, 
which effectively sets a maximum temperature limit in the 
fully opened hot position.

See p141-142 for the complete Silver range

Dual control two tap hole  
bath filler with standpipes.

Left: TT Silver built-in thermostatic 
valve with Ideal Rain L3 shower kit 
see page 124 for more information 
on shower fittings. For the complete 
range of Ideal Rain shower kits call 
0800 590311 and ask for the Ideal 
Standard Showers Brochure.

Below: Single lever one tap  
hole basin mixer.

Below right: Dual control wall 
mounted basin mixer with  
150mm spout.

26
27
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Design by 
David Chipperfield has established 
himself as one of the world’s most 
accomplished architects. His buildings 
are characterised by their careful, almost 
sculptural simplicity. The extent of his 
designs range in style from furniture 
commissions to urban planning projects. 
In 2007 he was awarded the RIBA 
Stirling Prize for Architecture.

Silver
Silver is a unique collection of stunning chromium 

plated mixer taps for baths, basins and kitchens. 

The fittings have been designed to complement the 

White range but are equally suitable for use with 

other ranges. Silver has a choice of single lever or 

dual control mixer taps.
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200 x 90cm bath with illuminated panels 
shown with Moments dual control bath 
shower mixer complete with diverter and 
shower kit. 90cm basin on 900mm wall 
hung one drawer washbasin unit with 
Moments single lever basin mixer. Floor 
standing bidet with Moments single lever 
bidet mixer and close coupled WC suite. 
60cm and 30cm towel rails, toothbrush 
holder, soap dispenser and holder and  
tall mirror.

Above: 37cm wall hung one drawer 
storage units are available in two surface 
finishes as with all Moments furniture – 
High-Gloss White or Light Oak veneer. 

See p142-148 for the complete Moments range

M
om
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Conceived by the German design  

studio ARTEFAKT, the subtle design of 

this collection is characterised by rounded 

edges, which appear in all the Moments 

products. From washbasins to baths to 

the elegant chrome tap fittings, the result 

is a perfect combination of design and 

technology. An ultra-modern collection 

that allows you to assemble a fully 

integrated bathroom to maximise your 

comfort and enjoyment.

Design by 
Achim Pohl and Tomas Fiegl 
founded ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
in 1989. In collaboration with the 
international industry the 10-man 
design team develops product lines 
based on simplicity, sensuality and 
constancy. This has been the basis 
for the success of their multiple 
awarded product developments. 

28
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Moments
Effortless beauty meets efficient performance 

in the double edged bathtub created specially 

for the Moments range. The gently curved 

wooden edges are a modern touch and a 

standout feature. The design’s sheer simplicity 

makes it hard to believe that there is a useful 

storage area at each end of the bath. 

See p142-148 for the complete Moments range

performance

Moments basin unit
The one drawer basin unit which neatly hides away your 
toiletries, is available in two surface finishes – High-Gloss 
White or Light Oak veneer. 

design

Moments 200cm bath
200 x 90cm bath (shown right) complete with front panel 
and two furniture end units in a light oak veneer which 
glide out to reveal handy bathroom storage. 
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Elegant  
                    and perfectly formed

 design
Moments semi-pedestal basin
Combines a concealed overflow, wide overall width, shallow 
depth and a deep bowl to add up to a brilliantly useful basin.

Moments 180cm bath
180 x 90cm bath with single lever built-in wall mounted 
bath shower mixer. A choice of bath panel options is 
available – see pages 145-146.

Moments 
The individual pieces of the Moments 

collection work together to create a luxurious 

bathroom space and a visual harmony that 

complements an enormous range of interior 

styles without compromising on functionality.

Design by ARTEFAKT

See p142-148 for the complete Moments range

design

Moments WC and bidet
Wall mounted bidet shown with single lever one tap hole 
bidet mixer, and WC with slow-closing seat create a clean 
and modern look.

32
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Moments
A bathroom should never be a disparate 

collection of fittings. The curvaceous feel of 

Moments continues throughout the accessories, 

mixers and taps and even the Moments shower 

column, combining to give you a completely 

synergised bathroom design.

innovation

Moments shower column
A shower hose and controls to regulate water flow and 
temperature with five individually selectable shower 
zones. Includes patented M-Tech thermostat technology 
that increases the life cycle of the product by reducing 
wear and tear.

design

Moments wall mounted bath/shower mixer
Single lever wall mounted bath/shower mixer, winner  
of the Red Dot Design Award 2005. Features include swivel 
spout that diverts the water from bath fill to shower mode.

See p142-148 for the complete Moments range
TT Moments built-in thermostatic valve with 
Ideal Rain L3 shower kit see page 124 for 
more information on shower fittings. For the 
complete range of Ideal Rain shower kits call 
0800 590311 and ask for the Ideal Standard 
Showers Brochure.
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Create: Square
50cm semi-countertop basin with 
Cone basin mixer, back-to-wall WC 
suite with Square seat and cover, 
Create furniture 60cm washbasin 
unit, 60cm WC unit and 50cm mirror 
cabinet in Walnut effect, 160 x 105cm 
Idealform offset corner bath (left-
hand version) with Create bath 
screen and Cone bath filler. For the 
complete range of Cone mixers and 
taps call 0800 590 311 for a ‘Live the 
Ideal’ brochure.

Square p40

Edge p42

See p149-155 for the complete Create range

C
re

at
e

Create is about giving you the tools 

to plan your dream bathroom – we 

provide the framework, you provide 

the inspiration. Our core pieces are a 

range of WC suites, pedestals, baths 

and furniture which work with two 

different basin designs – Square and 

Edge. You simply decide which style 

you like and then choose the core 

pieces you need. It’s that easy. 

C
re

at
e

Design by 
Robin Levien RDI is one of Britain’s 
most consistently successful product 
designers of the last 25 years. In 1999 
Robin set up Studio Levien with his 
wife Tricia Stainton to design domestic 
products for leading companies  
all over the world. He was made  
non executive Design Director of 
Ideal Standard in the UK in 2003.

36
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WC, bidet or both?

Bath, relax and shower

design

Close coupled, back-to-wall or wall hung?
The close coupled cistern has contemporary geometric 
lines to complement both Square and Edge. The back-to-
wall and wall mounted WC suites have concealed cisterns 
as a space saving option and the back-to-wall WC can be 
used with the WC unit from the Create furniture range. 

See p149-155 for the complete Create range

C
re

at
e

Choose your basin Add a pedestal...

...or add furniture

The core

components

design

design

Edge or Square?
Choose from a modern classic like Edge, the ultimate  
in fine-lined simplicity or the geometric outline of Square  
for a smart simple look.

Full or semi-pedestal?
If you want a more spacious feel to a small bathroom,  
the wall-mounted semi-pedestal leaves the floor beneath 
the basin visible, creating the illusion of space. The classic 
full pedestal stands as a separate element.  design

Rectangular, shower or offset corner bath?
Defined by geometric lines and sinuous curves, each 
one of our Create baths is a perfect combination of form 
and function. Bath screens and over-bath enclosures are 
available for all four baths. See pages 46-47.
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Create: Square
50cm basins, Create furniture pedestal units  
in Walnut effect, Create 170 x 75cm bath.  
Silver one tap hole single lever basin mixers;  
see pages 141-142 for the complete Silver  
bathroom range.

Top left: 40cm handrinse basin on furniture 
pedestal unit in Oak effect with Cone single 
lever basin mixer.

Left: 50cm semi-pedestal basin with Create 
pedestal. Cone single lever basin mixer. 

C
re

at
e 

Sq
ua

re

Create Square
The subtle geometric outline of Square feels both 

timeless and contemporary. Ideal for today‘s 

lifestyle, the basin has a generous capacity within 

a compact form and features a useful deck space 

for soap and toiletries. If you‘re after a smart, 

simple look, Create’s Square range will make  

a quiet statement in any type of bathroom. 

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Square
See p149-155 for the complete Create range
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Create Edge
The ultimate in fine-lined simplicity, Edge is a 

modern classic which will look good for years 

to come. It offers you a wide range of basins 

to give you real breadth of choice when 

designing your bathroom.

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Edge

See p149-155 for the complete Create range

C
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Ed
ge

Create: Edge
Left: 45cm handrinse basins on 
furniture pedestal units in Oak effect, 
shown with Attitude basin mixers.

Top: 45cm handrinse semi-pedestal 
basin and back-to-wall WC suite 
with Edge seat, shown with  
Ceramix single lever basin mixer.

Above: 50cm countertop basin, 750mm 
vanity chest in Oak effect, shown with 
Ceramix single lever basin mixer; for the 
complete range of Tratto and Ceramix 
mixers and taps, call 0800 590 311 for a 
‘Live the Ideal’ brochure. 

Right: 42cm vessel basin, Create 
vessel drawer unit in Oak effect with 
solid-surface worktop. Silver vessel basin 
mixer; see pages 141-142 for the 
complete Silver range. 
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Create Furniture
Practical and built to last, our furniture has  

a semi-fitted look which combines minimalist  

chic with the classic style of individual units.  

It comes in an Oak or Walnut effect finish  

and is complemented by a choice of worktops  

in Oak and Walnut effect laminate,  

or a sophisticated solid-surface option.  

Design by Robin Levien RDI

Create: Edge
Vessel basins, furniture vessel 
drawer unit in Walnut effect. 
Silver wall mounted basin 
mixers; see pages 141-142 for 
the complete Silver range.design

performance

Storage solutions
Whether you’re part of a busy family or a working couple, 
all households need as much storage space as they can 
get. Generous storage space within this Create 60cm basin 
unit allows you to hide away clutter.

A choice of finishes
The individual furniture units are available in a choice of Oak 
or Walnut effect finish, complemented by Oak and Walnut 
effect laminate or a sophisticated solid-surface worktop  
to suit your individual needs. 

Built to last 
It’s the fine details and special touches that make Create 
furniture really exceptional. The pedestal units shown 
above in oak effect with solid-surface worktop and Edge 
42cm handrinse basins include pull-down doors fitted with 
dampened stay with slow release to prevent slamming,  
and contemporary stainless-steel bar handles.

See p149-155 for the complete Create range
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Create baths
170 x 70cm bath with bath 
screen, Square 50cm pedestal 
basin. Cone mixers and taps; 
call 0800 590 311 for a  
Live the Ideal brochure. 

Silver built-in thermostatic 
shower valve with Trevi Outline 
shower kit, see pages 141-142  
for the complete Silver range.

C
re

at
e 

Ba
th

s

Create Baths
To give you all the options you need, there are 

four different bath types: rectangular baths in two 

widths, a shower-bath and an offset corner bath. 

Bath screens and over-bath enclosures  

are available on all Create baths.

See p149-155 for the complete Create range

innovation

design
Bath screen technology
To help keep your bathroom dry, the double-flap seal 
‘deflects’ water into the bath and prevents it from splashing 
out. Create baths also have a generous rim so you can 
position the taps within easy reach on the side of the bath 
(excluding 170 x 70cm bath).

Bath enclosure
If you prefer the feel of a shower cubicle we have developed 
the Create ‘bath enclosure’. This practical over-bath shower 
system is made up of two hinged screens which fasten 
together with magnetic seals. Both screens fold out of the way 
so you can still enjoy a comfortable bath whenever you want 
one. There are over-bath enclosures to fit each Create bath.
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Melange
Left: One tap hole single lever 
basin mixer with pop-up waste. 

Melange

Melange’s beautifully curved form adds 

elegance to your bathroom, whilst concealing 

a world of advanced innovation, including 

thermostatic control and CLICK technology.  

A large variety of installation options are 

available to suit your washing, bathing and 

showering spaces, giving you the freedom  

to choose the model that is perfect for you.

Design by ARTEFAKT

design

Form follows function
Save precious water while adding a touch of elegance  
to your bathroom. The simple yet dynamic design of the 
vessel basin mixer results in an impressive balance of  
line and form. The aerator is integrated into the spout to 
avoid any interruption to Melange’s streamlined curves  
(on high pressure versions only – for low pressure a flow 
straightener is visible beneath the spout).

innovation

CLICK technology
The wall mounted basin mixer has a water saving device  
to help you control how much water you use. Raise the handle 
to a point of resistance indicating when the fitting has delivered 
half its maximum flow. The clever hot water limit stop can be set 
to ensure safe water temperature for peace of mind. 

M
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ge

See p155-157 for the complete Melange range
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Melange
One tap hole single lever bath filler 
with ceramic disc technology.

Left: TT Melange Central thermostat 
with Moonshadow Dual kit, please 
see page 156 for more information 
on shower fittings.
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Melange
Designed for long-lasting reliability and 

durability, advanced research ensures  

precise performance for absolute enjoyment. 

Top-quality materials and workmanship come 

together to create a masterpiece of practicality 

for your pleasure and peace of mind. 

Design by ARTEFAKT

innovation

Dual control thermostatic bath fittings
The Cool Body innovation ensures the two tap hole rim 
mounted thermostatic bath filler remains safe to touch,  
whilst thermostatic control ensures that water temperature  
is maintained for total comfort and safety. This means you  
and your children are safe regardless of any changes in  
water usage elsewhere in the home.  

performance

Designed for everyday use
The four hole bath/shower mixer has a generous spout, with 
integrated diverter to a retractable hose with handspray. 
Separate hot and cold handles with 3/4” ceramic discs work 
even at the lowest water pressures. 

See p155-157 for the complete Melange range
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Tonic
65cm basin with Melange basin mixer, 
shown on the 75cm basin unit in Light Oak 
veneer. 170 x 80cm White Idealcast bath 
with Melange bath filler. Wall mounted WC 
suite and wall mounted bidet with Melange 
bidet mixer; for the complete range of 
Melange mixers and taps see pages 155-157.

Right: 170 x 80cm Tonic Idealform bath 
with Silver rim mounted bath filler; for the 
complete range of Silver mixers and taps 
see pages 141-142.

Bottom right: 140 x 140cm corner bath 
with Moments one tap hole bath filler;  
for the complete range of Moments mixers 
and taps see pages 146-147. 

See p157-161 for the complete Tonic range
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The Tonic collection is characterised 

by its simple shapes and clean 

modern lines which are extremely 

practical and integrate perfectly with 

any surroundings. 

Tonic has a choice of three baths, 

designed and made to the highest 

standards. The simple clean lines of 

the Tonic baths provide the perfect 

place for you to relax and unwind. 

Design by 
Achim Pohl and Tomas Fiegl 
founded ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
in 1989. In collaboration with the 
international industry the 10-man 
design team develops product lines 
based on simplicity, sensuality and 
constancy. This has been the basis 
for the success of their multiple 
awarded product developments. 
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Tonic
60cm semi-pedestal basin 
shown with Attitude single 
lever basin mixer, close coupled 
WC suite and 170 x 80cm bath. 

Far left: 60cm Semi-pedestal 
washbasin with single lever 
Attitude basin mixer shown 
with Moments accessories.

For more details of the Attitude 
range of mixers and taps see 
page 132.
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Tonic
Tonic is a simple yet sensual 

collection of highly functional 

products. The clean design of 

each element complements any 

bathroom interior and the choice 

of basins, WC suites and baths, 

provides complete versatility.

See p157-161 for the complete Tonic range
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Tonic Guest

Tonic Guest  
Left: 50cm central basin with 48cm 
central basin cabinet in Grey, 48cm 
central mirror with lamp and fitting, 
and integrated basin mixer.

Right: Left-hand basin with 46cm 
left-hand basin cabinet in Beech 
veneer, 46cm right-hand mirror with  
lamp and fitting, and integrated 
basin mixer, soap dispenser, side 
hook and close coupled WC suite.

Tonic Guest is a wide range of innovative 

modern furniture, basins, units and accessories 

which combine together cleverly in very different 

configurations to create washing facilities and 

storage in confined spaces.

See p160-161 for the complete Tonic Guest range

design

Tonic Guest integrated fittings 
Tonic Guest’s full solution of basin, cabinet and mirrors with 
integrated fittings along with co-ordinating accessories aim 
to provide large amounts of storage in minimal space.
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Tonic Guest
Tonic Guest is a great solution for small spaces. 

Contemporary and beautifully designed products 

now available in a Dark Oak effect and high  

Gloss Black, for an ultra-sleek modern bathroom.

Design by ARTEFAKT

See p160-161 for the complete Tonic Guest range

design

Tonic Guest storage 
Tonic Guest storage solutions really help to keep things 
tidy by providing a generous amount of cupboard space to 
conceal plumbing and store all your bits and pieces.

Tonic Guest  
Left: 50cm central basin with 48cm 
central basin cabinet in Gloss Black, 
48cm central mirror with lamp and 
fitting, and integrated basin mixer.

Right: Right-hand basin with 
46cm right-hand basin cabinet in 
Dark Oak effect, 46cm left-hand 
mirror with lamp and fitting, 
and integrated basin mixer, soap 
dispenser, side hook and wall 
mounted WC suite.
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Alfiere
Alfiere, designed by Studio Baroni & Valeriani,  

is a minimalist collection of chrome mixers and 

showers. The mixer tap features a unique moveable 

spout which can be adjusted to different positions.

Alfiere
Below: Exposed bath/shower mixer.
Right: Shower hose, handspray and rail.
Left: Vessel basin mixer.

See p161 for the complete Alfiere range

A
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Design by
Matteo Baroni and Fabio 
Valeriani joined forces to create  
a design and architectural firm  
in 1997. Their internationally 
acclaimed work focuses on rational, 
clean lines and varies from ultra-
modern industrial design to building 
creation in the Vatican state.
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Daylight 
Tall storage unit, mirrored wall 
unit with lights, 350mm wall  
mounted storage unit, 80cm basin  
with800mm wall mounted vanity  
basin unit in Dark Oak effect. Bliss 900 
Alcove shower enclosure (right-hand 
version) and shower tray. Moments 
basin mixer and shower valve; see 
pages 146-147 for the complete 
Moments range of mixers and taps. 
Tonic wall mounted WC suite and  
Tonic wall mounted bidet; see pages 
157-161 for the complete Tonic range.
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We all spend approximately two 

years of our lives in the bathroom! 

At Ideal Standard, we think that’s 

reason enough to make it more than 

just a place to wash. With Daylight, 

the bathroom becomes part of  

what makes you feel good about 

your home. Daylight harmoniously 

combines sophistication with 

superior-quality materials and lots 

of convenient storage space.

See p162-164 for the complete Daylight range

Design by
Achim Pohl and Tomas Fiegl
founded ARTEFAKT industriekultur 
in 1989. In collaboration with the 
international industry the 10-man 
design team develops product lines 
based on simplicity, sensuality and 
constancy. This has been the basis 
for the success of their multiple 
awarded product developments. 
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Daylight 
1635mm tall storage unit, 700mm 
wall mounted vanity basin unit 
with two doors, 700mm mirrored 
wall unit with lights, 350mm wall 
mounted storage unit in Dark Oak 
effect. Shown with 70cm basin and 
Moments basin mixer; see pages 
146-147 for the complete Moments 
range of mixers and taps.

Daylight 
Each individual piece of the Daylight range 

combines to create the overall picture:  

a well balanced, beautiful bathroom.  

Every item speaks the same design language, 

down to the smallest detail and the result  

is a bathroom created to soothe away the 

strains of the day.

See p162-164 for the complete Daylight range

design

Integrated design
From the chrome mirror lights to the concealed pull-out towel 
rail, Daylight has been designed with style and attention to 
detail, creating a bathroom that works with you.

D
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Daylight cabinets
Cabinets with internal drawers. 
Infill box with tissue box and 
waste container.

Daylight mirrored cabinet
The double-mirrored doors can be 
opened to 175°. The mirror light 
is integrated discreetly, but is still 
easily accessible.

See p162-164 for the complete Daylight range

Intelligent  
                           solutions
Daylight tall cabinet
Tall cabinet with interior drawers. 
All furniture has slow-closing WC 
seat, drawers and doors.

Daylight
Daylight simply makes life easier, leaving you free to concentrate 

on you. And it’s no wonder, with this wealth of clever details – 

from the mirrored cabinet with integrated magnetic strip for  

nailcare accessories, to the cosmetic tissue box. 

Design by ARTEFAKT

performance

Magnetic strip
Everything is stored neatly and always  
to hand when you need it.
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Daylight  
800mm wall mounted vanity basin unit 
with two doors and 80cm basin, left and 
right-handed 350mm wall mounted storage 
units, 1635mm tall storage unit and 800mm 
mirrored wall unit with lights in Light Oak 
effect. Tonic wall mounted WC suite and Tonic 
wall mounted bidet; see pages 157-161 for 
the complete Tonic range.

See p162-164 for the complete Daylight range
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76 Whirlpools 80 Soft Bath

Baths

The following collections form an exclusive range of 

products created by some of the world’s leading designers. 

Each collection contains inspirational products to help you 

create the perfect contemporary bathroom space.

72 The Bath 74 Aqua Duo
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Designed by Studio Levien, The Bath represents the ultimate  

in freestanding luxury bathing. Available in two versions,  

either mounted on a polished stainless steel platform or on light 

oak laminated trestle legs, The Bath is made from Idealcast,  

with the strength of cast iron but half the weight.

The Bath
The Bath – Wave
Right: 170 x 75cm freestanding Idealcast bath with polished stainless 
steel platform shown with Silver two hole bath filler mounted on 
chromium plated standpipes. 

The Bath – Trestle
Below: 170 x 75cm freestanding Idealcast bath with light oak laminated trestle 
legs shown with Silver two hole bath filler mounted on chromium plated 
standpipes. For the complete range of Silver mixers and taps see pages 141-142. 

The Idealcast Bath will be delivered with an external matt finish for you 
to decorate to complement your bathroom design scheme.

Design by 
Robin Levien RDI is one of Britain’s 
most consistently successful product 
designers of the last 25 years. In 1999 
Robin set up Studio Levien with his 
wife Tricia Stainton to design domestic 
products for leading companies  
all over the world. He was made  
non executive Design Director of 
Ideal Standard in the UK in 2003.

See p165 for more information
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With ample space for two, 

this double ended bath is 

especially designed for sharing. 

The generous size and sensual 

contours make bathing together 

in the Aqua Duo pure bliss.  

It’s also a perfect place to 

escape, just recline and let  

your thoughts drift away. A
qu

a 
D

uo

The Aqua Duo Bath
180 x 80cm bath shown with Moments one 
hole bath filler. The Aqua Duo Bath is also 
available with the Twin Plus Whirlpool system, 
see page 88. Bliss 900 Alcove shower enclosure 
(right-hand version) and shower tray. For the 
complete range of Moments mixers and taps 
see pages 146-147.

For the complete range of Bliss shower 
enclosures see pages 179-181.

See p165 for more information
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Whirlpool systems Supreme Twin 

The functions 
Wellness Plus

Fixed & Alternate Dry Massage:  
When you use the Dry Massage  
Function, small rubber balls beneath  
a silicone skin rotate or pulse, gently   
massaging and stimulating your skin.  
It can be enjoyed with or without water.

AirJet: Using the AirJet Function  
sends powerful jets of air through the  
nozzles on the bottom of the bath for  
a stimulating and invigorating massage.   
Simply by keeping your finger on the  
control, you can vary the volume of air  
coming through the jets. 

Whirlpool: Similarly, when activated,  
the Whirlpool Function sends equally  
powerful jets of water mixed with air   
from the sides of the bath. 

Twin: The Twin Function allows you  
to start the air jets and whirlpool jets  
simultaneously, so you can lie back   
and be gently stimulated on all three  
sides at once. 

Venturi: In conjunction  
with the Whirlpool Function, the  
Venturi Function cyclically varies  
the amount of air allowed into the  
whirlpool jets, creating a rolling pattern   
of pressure between the jets for varied  
stimulation and even allowing sections  
of jets to be closed off for a more  
concentrated massage.

Ozone: When the Ozone Function  
is activated, the whirlpool jets enrich  
the mixture of air and water in the bath   
with the therapeutic qualities of ozone.  
A naturally occurring purifier and  
steriliser that is great for the skin. 

Light: Activate the Light Function  
and a spotlight allows you to create   
the perfect mood and atmosphere  
for relaxation. 

Hygiene: The second you press the  
Hygiene Function, a cleansing cycle  
circulates disinfectant mixed with   
water around the pipes, so that the  
highest level of hygiene is maintained  
throughout the system. 

Water Level Sensor: Thanks to a  
sensor built into the bath, the whirlpool   
system will only work when the water  
in the bath reaches a certain level. 

innovation
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innovation

Twin Plus  
Twin Plus uses minimalist aesthetics with a 
whole host of innovative features including 
multiple whirlpool jets that release streams 
of high pressure water for an invigorating 
experience. They have been purposely 
designed with a flat and smooth surface 
for extra comfort and easy cleaning. You’ll 
find the Twin Plus system on our Moments, 
Aqua Duo, Tonic and Create ranges of baths.

Supreme Wellness  
Our premium whirlpool system incorporates all 
the functions of the Twin Plus system and even 
has a unique dry massage feature. The sleek 
whirlpool jets on this system have completely 
flat faces with a mere 3mm projection for 
maximum comfort and a striking appearance. 
For the ultimate whirlpool experience, Supreme 
Wellness is unbeatable.
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Powerful jets of warm water 

soothe and caress tired muscles 

and joints, restoring the body. 

Gentle massage improves 

circulation, tones and cleanses 

the skin. It’s an exhilarating 

experience that revitalises the 

senses. In the following pages, 

you will discover two innovative 

Whirlpool systems: Supreme 

Wellness and Twin Plus, 

available in six of our luxurious 

baths. Let us introduce you to 

a new way of bathing. 

Whirlpools
WWW 180cm right-hand Supreme Wellness 
whirlpool bath with Silver two hole bath filler. 
For the complete range of Silver mixers and 
taps see pages 141-142.
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Moments  

The Moments whirlpool bath combines 

innovation and luxury, providing tranquillity and 

relaxation for both body and mind. Conceived 

by the German design studio ARTEFAKT, the 

Moments ‘soft-edge’ characteristics contribute 

to an ultra-modern, yet comfortable design.

Moments 180 x 80cm whirlpool bath with Twin Plus System

Aqua Duo  

Aqua Duo is a blend of thoughtful design  

and aesthetics, for those who truly enjoy their 

bathing time. Designed for sharing, the size 

and gentle curves of the bath create the perfect 

way to unwind together. The Aqua Duo bath is 

available with or without the Twin Plus system.

Aqua Duo 180 x 80cm whirlpool bath with Twin Plus System

See p166-167 for the complete Whirlpool range

Tonic 

The Tonic whirlpool bath enhances relaxation 

and invigorates the senses. Its soft and sinuous 

shape adapts to all bathrooms, while its high-

tech features make the Tonic bath the ideal 

remedy for stress and mental fatigue.

WWW  

Advanced technology meets strikingly modern 

design resulting in the ultimate bathing experience. 

The system comes with 10 whirlpool jets and  

12 air jets and is packed with an array of different 

functions to relax your body and reinvigorate your 

mind – the sensation of total regeneration.

Invigorates the senses

Tonic 180 x 80cm whirlpool bath with Twin Plus SystemWWW whirlpool bath with Supreme Wellness System

Right-hand shown Right-hand shown
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Imagine innovation that takes the 

very nature of bathing to levels 

never seen before. A bath that 

softens to suit you, pure heaven. 

Be taken away… back to nature, 

into the future, to a realm  

of extreme comfort. This is  

the epitome of style and luxury.  

As only Ideal Standard could 

conceive. An all-encompassing 

experience of well-being  

beyond your wildest dreams…

Design by
Marc Sadler is an accomplished 
designer with more than four 
decades of experience working 
for leading companies in a variety 
of sectors. Today Sadler designs 
furniture and furnishings, including 
electrical and domestic appliances, 
lighting and technical products. 

The bath of the

    Future
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Fitted with elegance
The gentle curves and exquisite 
elegance of Ideal Standard 
Moments collection chrome taps 
form the perfect accompaniment 
to this divine haven of relaxation. 
For the complete range of 
Moments mixers and taps see 
pages 146-147.

design

Spa treatment 
14 recessed flat Airspa jets provide gentle 
but effective hydromassage to eliminate 
tiredness and promote rejuvenation.

Hidden overflow 
Ideal waste system with hidden overflow.

A step up
A wengé finish stand provides the 
perfect feature for ease of access 
to the bath. A new platform in 
beauty and functionality.
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See p168 for more information

Soft Bath
You lower yourself in. A sensation you have never known washes 

over you. The walls of the bath, made from a revolutionary new 

material, soften with the warm water to offer comfort beyond  

your wildest dreams. This stylish, innovative and ergonomic bath  

is available in two versions: either fitted to the wall or freestanding. 

Both options offer complete comfort via an Airspa system for added 

wellness. A wengé finish and a satined aluminium finish enhance the 

quality and appeal of the stand and panel. All components combine 

to create an environment of extreme class and functionality.  

Welcome to the bath of the future.  

Design by Marc Sadler

  Pure 

indulgence

innovation
Maximum comfort 
The innovative compound material used for  
the Soft Bath has been created through a process 
of rotomoulding. An external polyester coating 
protects a cushioning polyethylene interior, creating 
an expanding effect for maximised softness.
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126 Tris120 Idealite shower trays 124 Shower fittings

Showers

Our shower enclosures, wetrooms, bath screens and trays are 

available in a wide range of styles and sizes to complement any 

bathroom layout. New ideas and thoughtful features run right 

across the range and all our enclosures combine innovative 

design with contemporary styling.

88 Synergy 106 Serenis 114 Bliss
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Choosing the

right shower
Enclosures Wetrooms Bath Screens

Enclosures
Designed to make the most of your space,  
an enclosure shower is highly practical, even  
in the smallest bathroom. Plus, you can choose 
from a variety of sizes and shapes to suit your 
bathroom layout.

Wetrooms
The ultimate in contemporary design, a wet 
room can be customised to meet your needs 
with either a full or partial installation and with 
or without return panels. The choice is yours.  

Bath Screens
If you only have one bathroom and space  
is limited, a bath screen shower is the ideal 
solution. Compact and discreet, they give you 
two bathing options in one streamlined design.    

Shower Trays
Our large range of shower trays can be 
used with a wetroom or an enclosure 
shower. Available in different sizes and 
shapes to suit your bathroom, our trays 
look good and perform brilliantly. 

What type of shower suits you? 

The first thing to do when selecting your 

shower is decide what type of shower will 

work best for your home and your lifestyle. 

How much space do you have? Is this your 

only bathroom? Do you want the luxury 

and ease of a walk-in shower or a shower 

that fits over your bath to save space? 

Whether showering for you is a quick  

wake-me-up or an indulgent relaxation at  

the end of the day, your shower needs to be 

both practical and enjoyable. So, from the 

spacious luxury of a walk-in wet room to the 

stylish practicality of a bath screen, we’re here 

to help you choose your perfect shower. 
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Enclosures p90

Wetrooms p98

Bath Screens p104

 

Synergy showers 

Key features

Safety Glass  
Thickness of toughened safety glass.

IdealClean Finish 
Makes glass easier to clean and then 
stay clean for longer.

Click and Clean 
The lower wheels and panels can be 
released to expose them for thorough 
cleaning. Panel then easily clicks back into 
position to ensure a watertight seal.

Smooth Running Wheels 
Smooth and easy-to-move doors 
eliminate jarring.

Horizontal Adjustment 
The profile can be adjusted horizontally 
to allow for out-of-true walls.

Power Shower Tested 
Enclosures have been power shower 
tested to ensure the seals are watertight.

Horizontal and Vertical 
Adjustment (wetrooms only) 
The profile can be adjusted horizontally 
and vertically to allow for fixing into 
grout lines rather than onto tiles.

These symbols provide a quick 
overview of the features for each 
Synergy enclosure or wetroom.

Sy
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Synergy has been designed to deliver a 

range of contemporary, stylish enclosures, 

wetrooms and bath screens that will work 

perfectly no matter what your bathroom 

design or space available. 

Contemporary semi-framed design and 

exposed glass edge doors give Synergy 

enclosures a touch of added design 

sophistication. But, there is much more  

to these enclosures than mere looks.

The wetrooms range gives you the chance 

to completely customise your showering 

space, from a simple, single contemporary 

panel to a walk-in shower area, letting you 

create the space you’ve always dreamed of.
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Synergy Quadrant
The same stylish finish as our Offset Quadrant,  
but in a slightly more compact design. A versatile 
enclosure that can fit into most bathroom spaces  
to add a sense of style and luxury. Available 
sizes: 800, 900 and 1000mm. Attitude exposed 
thermostatic shower valve with Ideal Rain L3 
shower kit. For the complete range of Ideal Rain 
showers call 0800 590311 and ask for the Ideal 
Standard Showers Brochure.

Synergy Offset Quadrant
Left: Available sizes: 900 x 800mm and  
1200 x 900mm. Shown with Attitude valve and 
Moonshadow shower kit. For the complete range 
of Attitude mixers and taps see page 132.

design

Click and Clean
Click and Clean function makes cleaning 
the door panels simple and easy. Just 
push on the bottom wheel covers to 
release the lower part of the door panel.

Synergy Enclosures
Quadrant Whether it’s a relaxing 

shower after a hard day’s work 

or an invigorating wake-up call 

this is a stylish enclosure that 

maximises your showering 

pleasure. Spacious and luxurious, 

yet with subtle clean lines for  

a contemporary finish.

Enclosures
See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Synergy enclosures are semi-framed, clean and stylish, designed 

to maximise the showering area, even in restricted spaces, to 

give you the very best showering experience. But, behind all the 

style, this is a collection that has been built to last. Backed by 

the Ideal Standard 10-year guarantee and with 8mm toughened 

safety glass with IdealClean finish as standard, Synergy 

enclosures are as practical as they are good looking.
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design

Sleek and solid  
Ergonomic design and sleek style 
are perfectly combined in this 
contemporary, robust handle that 
gives a reassuring quality feel.

Synergy Pentagon Pivot
Left: This contemporary enclosure was made  
for en-suites. Designed to offer a space saving 
installation option with maximum design appeal. 
Available sizes 800 and 900mm. Shown with 
Space shower tray, Attitude built-in 
thermostatic valve and Ideal Rain L3 shower kit.

Synergy Corner Entry
Right: Available sizes 800, 900 and 1000mm. 
Shown with Attitude exposed thermostatic 
valve and Ideal Rain L3 shower kit. For the 
complete range of Ideal Rain shower kits call 
0800 590311 and ask for the Ideal Standard 
Showers Brochure.

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Synergy Enclosures
Pentagon This contemporary enclosure was made 

for en-suites. Designed to offer a space saving 

installation option with maximum design appeal.

Corner Entry Corner entry doors give easy  

access to this spacious enclosure. The full-length 

bright silver finish frame profiles discreetly cover 

the fixings and integral seals to give a clean and 

fresh aspect. The Click and Clean mechanism, 

along with IdealClean glass, make them easy 

maintenance enclosures. 
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Synergy Enclosures
Corner Built for indulgence, an enclosure with  

the space to maximise your showering pleasure.  

A versatile enclosure that can be fitted with the door 

to the front or side, whatever suits your bathroom 

layout. The exposed glass door edge and semi-framed 

design are as stylish as the adjustable profiles and 

integral watertight seals are practical.

Synergy Corner Infold
Above: Available sizes: 760, 800, 900 and 1000mm.  
Add the side panel of your choice. Shown with Attitude 
valve and Moonshadow shower kit. For the complete 
range of Attitude mixers and taps see page 132.

Synergy Corner Slider
Right: Available sizes: 1000, 1200 and 1400mm. Add 
the side panel of your choice. Shown with Silver valve 
and Moonshadow shower kit. For the complete range 
of Silver mixers and taps see pages 141-142.

performance

Lasting performance
Ideal Standard’s new soft cushion open and close 
operation gives a reassuring quality feel and long- 
lasting performance. 

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Synergy 1200 Corner Pivot
Below: Shown with Attitude valve and  
Moonshadow shower kit. Also available Synergy  
pivot corner in sizes 760, 800, 900 and 1000mm.  
Add the side panel of your choice.
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Synergy Alcove Pivot
Opposite page: The new roller ball catch 
mechanism provides a smooth operating door to 
reinforce a quality feel. Available sizes: 760, 800, 
900 and 1000mm. Shown with Attitude valve and 
Moonshadow shower kit. For the complete range 
of Attitude mixers and taps see page 132.

Synergy Alcove Infold
Left: The smooth opening and closing mechanism  
is discreet and along with the stylish frame give this 
alcove a contemporary design feel. Available sizes: 
760, 800, 900 and 1000mm. Shown with Attitude 
valve and Moonshadow shower kit.

Synergy Alcove Slider
Below: Available sizes: 1000, 1200 and 1400mm. 
Shown with Attitude valve and Moonshadow 
shower kit. For the complete range of Attitude 
mixers and taps see page 132.

Synergy Enclosures
Alcove Simple, clean lines give a sophisticated  

look to an enclosure that will look at home 

whatever your bathroom design with a versatile 

collection of stylish doors that work even in 

awkward spaces. Exposed glass edge doors and 

bright silver finish add to the contemporary 

styling of these enclosures.

design

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Sophisticated looks
The exposed glass edge door adds to Synergy’s sophisticated 
looks whilst the watertight seal is maintained by cleverly 
concealing the door seal within the frame. 
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innovation

Quick and easy
Synergy’s new wall profile design makes 
installation quick and easy. Wall fixing can 
be easily adjusted to ensure fixing in the 
grout line, leaving tiles intact. 

Wetrooms

The ultimate in contemporary bathroom design. Minimalist  

and sleek, the Synergy range of wetroom panels is available 

in nine different panel sizes to give you complete freedom  

to create the perfect full or partial wetroom installation. 

Synergy wetroom panels are manufactured with 8mm 

toughened safety IdealClean glass. The innovative wall 

profile cleverly conceals the silicone, providing clean lines  

for a sophisticated and contemporary bathroom. 

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Synergy Wetrooms 
Corner or Alcove Minimalist design in the minimum of space. This simple and elegant 

panel gives you the flexibility to install a wetroom even in smaller spaces like an en-suite. 

Easy to install, thanks to Ideal Standard’s adjustable wall profile, and available as a tray  

or wetroom installation and with and without return panels – the choice is yours. 

Synergy Corner or Alcove
Right: Synergy 1000 x 800mm Corner or Alcove 
Wetroom. Shown with Silver valve and Outline 
shower. For the complete range of Silver mixers 
and taps see pages 141-142.

Far right: Synergy 1000 x 1000mm Corner  
or Alcove Wetroom. Shown with Silver valve  
and Outline shower kit. Wetroom with Idealite 
tray – get all the style benefits of a wetroom 
without having to install a complete wetroom 
solution by using a conventional shower tray.
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Flexible and strong
Synergy corner connectors make adding a return panel quick 
and easy. As strong as they are small, these connectors keep the 
panels locked in place for a sturdy and robust panel installation. 

Synergy Wetrooms 
Dual Access The ultimate showering 

experience, the ultimate style statement.  

Large enough to allow two people to shower  

in absolute comfort this panel is the height  

of chic, giving you the chance to create the 

perfect minimalist wetroom design. 

Synergy Dual Access
Right: 1600 x 1000mm dual access wetroom available with or 
without return panels. Shown with Moments shower valves.

Above: 1200 x 1000mm Dual Access wetroom.
Plenty of space and plenty of style. This dual access panel, 
available with or without return panels, lets you indulge your 
senses and gives a truly luxurious experience. Shown with 
Moments shower column. For the complete range of 
Moments mixers and taps see pages 146-147.

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range
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Synergy Wetrooms 
1700 Corner Think you can’t have a wetroom 

because space is limited? Then think again. Ideal 

Standard’s design team have carefully created 

these panels to fit in the same space as a 

conventional bath. So you can add these stylish 

panels to an existing design or replace your bath 

and embrace the showering experience.

design
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See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range

Flexible installation
Add a side panel to create a walk-in 
wetroom with the Synergy angle bracket.

Synergy 1700 x 700 Corner
Suitable for tray or wetroom installation and with Ideal 
Standard’s innovative wall profile design, fitting couldn’t be 
easier. Shown with Moments shower column. For the complete 
range of Moments mixers and taps see pages 146-147.
Right: Shown with panel.
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Synergy Bath Screens
Sail Bath Screen.
Far left: Angle Bath Screen.
Left: Bow Bath Screen with towel rail.  
Bow Bath Screen also available 
without towel rail. All shown 
with Attitude bath filler, built-in 
thermostatic valve and Ideal Rain L3 
shower kit.
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Synergy Bath Screens  
If you want all the benefits of showering but just don’t have the space for an 

enclosure then a bath screen is the perfect option. Synergy bath screens are  

1500 x 850mm to allow plenty of room to shower and come in three stylish shapes, 

including one with a practical towel rail, that will fit into any bathroom design. 

Every bath screen is manufactured with 6mm toughened safety glass and a 

watertight seal. The wall profile has 20mm adjustment for ease of installation.

See p168-176 for the complete Synergy range
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Serenis 360° p108

Serenis 180° p110

Serenis 90° p112

Serenis 360˚ Corner wetroom
Resting on elegant metal feet, looking 
even more like avant-garde sculptures, 
the grace of their design makes Serenis 
perfect for the wetroom showering 
experience. And like all Serenis enclosures, 
Serenis wetroom is made from 6mm Ideal 
Clean safety glass. Shown here is the 
360° Corner wetroom with the Serenis 
integral water delivery system. Available 
for all sizes of Serenis. Ensure the room is 
adequately waterproofed prior to installing 
a wetroom.

Se
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A range of beautifully constructed 

and stunning shower enclosures 

designed by Pearson Lloyd, Serenis 

echoes the simple pleasure and 

sensuality of showering. Matched 

with a water delivery system that  

is truly innovative, Serenis redefines 

the look, quality and experience  

of a shower. Your bathroom will  

never seem the same again.

Design by 
Pearson Lloyd were influenced 
by modern architectural 
spaces, finely crafted tools 
and traditional rituals of 
cleaning. The result is a trio 
of beautifully constructed and 
stunning shower enclosures.
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Serenis 360˚
Inspired by an arc, stand alone sheets of crystal  

clear glass almost two metres tall are sculpted  

to geometric precision.

Serenis 360˚ Peninsular  
Left: Shown with the Serenis integral water delivery system 
and a right-hand tray. Available size: 1525 x 1100mm.

Serenis 360˚ Corner
Above: Shown here with the Serenis integral water delivery 
system and a left-hand tray. Available size: 1700 x 1120mm.

*Serenis water delivery system requires a minimum pressure of -1.0 bar. 
If you wish to operate the overhead and handspray simultaneously high 
pressure will be required. Please check with your installer whether your 
system requires an additional pump. innovation

See p176-179 for the complete Serenis range

Invigoration guaranteed
Specially designed in-line valves means that you 
can have the overhead shower and handspray on 
at the same time or separately, the choice is yours. 

The Serenis integral water delivery system* is 
available in the following models: 360˚ Peninsular, 
360˚ Corner, 180˚ Corner (1900 and 1400mm) and  
180˚ Alcove (1700 and 1400mm).
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Serenis 180˚
With the soft and sensuous curves of the Serenis 180˚,  

a wave of free flowing glass sweeps gently in a natural 

arc that mirrors the true pleasure of showering.

Serenis 180˚ Alcove
Left: Shown here with the Trevi TT Ascari valve, 
Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit and a right-
hand tray. Available sizes: 1700 and 1400. 

Serenis 180˚ Corner 
Right: Shown here with the Serenis integral  
water delivery system and a right-hand tray.
Available sizes: 1700 and 1400.

design

performance

*To ensure the ‘dead leg’ of water is eliminated from both the 
fixed head and flexible hose, both in-line valves should be left 
open at the end of each shower.

**Serenis water delivery system requires a minimum pressure 
of -1.0 bar. If you wish to operate the overhead and handspray 
simultaneously high pressure will be required. Please check with 
your installer whether your system requires an additional pump.

See p176-179 for the complete Serenis range

Complete control 
An exceptional feature of the Serenis water delivery 
system is the design of the ‘on/off’ valve controls.  
These are positioned both inside and outside the 
shower enclosure, eliminating the ‘dead leg’ of cold 
water* before you enter the shower, and allowing 
you to dry yourself within the enclosure where the 
environment is nice and warm – pure genius.

Totally original 
Unique water delivery system** pipes water through 
the central column of the enclosure where one 
integrated in-line control lets you decide whether the 
water goes through the fixed overhead shower spray  
or through the handspray, creating a luxury shower.
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Serenis 90˚ corner
Left: Shown here with the Trevi TT Oposta valve, 
Trevi Moonshadow SC shower kit and a right-hand 
tray. Available sizes: 1400 and 1200mm.

Serenis 90˚ alcove  
Above: Shown here with the Trevi TT Oposta valve, 
Trevi Moonshadow SC shower kit and a right-hand 
tray. Available sizes: 1400 and 1200mm. 

Using an alcove is a smart solution 

for your shower. The Serenis 90º 

Alcove has been designed to fit 

neatly and stylishly into just such a 

space. Combined with your choice of 

shower kit and valve, the Serenis 90º 

Alcove is a perfect shower solution. 

Serenis 90˚

See p176-179 for the complete Serenis range

innovation

Dual function
The chrome plated hand rail doubles  
up as an integrated towel rail. Simple, 
innovative, functional.
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Bliss Quadrant
Far left: Shown here with the Trevi Outline  
CTV valve and Trevi Outline fixed overhead. 
Available sizes: 800 and 900mm.

Bl
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Light, elegant and spacious, 

the Bliss range of enclosures 

combines contemporary styling 

with carefully thought through 

functionality. Minimalist modern 

design, 6mm glass, frameless 

enclosures and chromed 

detailing offer a pure visual 

aesthetic and a younger, fresher 

feel to your showering. 

Minimalist
                               quality

See p179-181 for the complete Bliss range
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Bliss Alcove  
Above: Large Alcove shown here with the Trevi TT Ascari valve 
and Trevi Moonshadow SC shower kit. Available size: 1200mm. 

Top right: Alcove shown here with the Attitude built-in valve 
and Trevi Moonshadow FRC shower kit. 
Available sizes: 800 and 900mm. 

Bliss Corner Entry  
Far right: Twin doors open smoothly on rising and falling hinges 
to give easy access to the showering area. Shown here with the 
Trevi TT Kurve valve and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit. Also 
available: Bliss Corner, both available in 800 and 900mm. See 
page 200 for more information.

See p179-181 for the complete Bliss range

Bliss
Bliss’s minimalist design makes light work of fitting enclosures into 

difficult spaces. It’s the attention to the smallest detail that turns Bliss 

from just a shower enclosure into a luxury showering space. Light, 

elegant and spacious, the quality of Bliss simply speaks for itself. 

Stylish fittings
Chrome coloured architectural  
grade aluminium frames add a  
touch of contemporary quality  
to each enclosure.
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Bliss
No matter where you need your showering space, Bliss offers 

comprehensive styles and sizes for alcoves, corners and even your 

bath. All Bliss enclosures can be specified for either Upstand  

or Flat Top shower trays.

Bliss Bath Screen 
Above: Add a touch of light elegance to your 
bath with the Bliss Bath Screen featuring Ideal 
Standard’s deflector seal system for a reassuringly 
effective water seal. Shown here with the Trevi 
Outline valve and Trevi Outline fixed overhead. 
Available size: 1500 x 1130mm.

Bliss Pentagon  
Left: Shown here with the Trevi TT Ascari valve 
and Trevi Moonshadow BC shower kit. 
Available size: 900mm.

Bliss Quadrant
Far left: Shown here with the Trevi Outline  
CTV valve and Trevi Outline fixed overhead. 
Available sizes: 800 and 900mm.

See p179-181 for the complete Bliss range

Perfect choice

performance

Exquisite design
With 6mm clear safety glass, rise and fall hinges and  
built-in robe hook, Bliss is an exquisite piece of product 
design and practicality.
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Idealite low profile shower trays 

represent a new generation of 

shower trays. Incredibly strong and 

surprisingly light they are available 

in a wide choice of sizes and shapes 

including square, rectangular, 

quadrant, offset quadrant and 

pentagon, so there’s a shower tray 

to suit every space. The trays are 

supplied complete with an attractive 

fast-flow contemporary chrome 

waste which, coupled with a 45mm 

height, makes them perfect for 

creating a minimal look. And all 

Idealite shower trays are backed by 

our famous ten year guarantee.

Idealite shower tray
Idealite 1200 x 900mm low profile shower tray 
with waste shown with Synergy dual access 
wetroom consisting of 900mm wetroom panel 
with two 300mm return panels. 
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Riser tray kit
Idealite shower trays can be fitted with 

risers when pipework is above floor level. 

Once in position the tray is easily levelled 

by adjusting the height of each leg.

performance

Integral upstands
The range includes shower trays with integral 
upstands. The upstand is designed to be tiled 
over and allows for tiling down to the shower 
tray surface (see above). Where an upstand 
is not required around the whole tray, a roll 
of flexible adhesive upstand is available to 
purchase which can be cut to size as required.

See p182-183 for more information
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Idealite low-profile

shower trays

These slim, lightweight trays with a height of 

just 45mm complement Synergy enclosures and 

wetrooms. Every tray comes complete with a 90mm 

waste and for complete flexibility of installation, 

there are tray options with integral upstands to allow 

for tiling to the surface of the tray. 
design

Easy ordering
No need for separate product codes – Idealite 
trays are supplied complete with a fast-flow 
waste. With an attractive 90mm chrome finish 
cover and top access for easy cleaning they are 
stylish, practical and efficient by design.
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Alfiere 
Alfiere shower valve, hose, handspray and rail. 
Stylishly cylindrical Alfiere is a manual exposed 
valve that looks at home in any contemporary 
bathroom, especially when paired with a 
matching handset. 
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Our showers’ superior technology is focused on the welfare of your family and the 

environment, with features such as thermostatic control, cool-body construction and 

water saving devices. Ideal Standard offers a five-year guarantee on an extensive 

collection of shower valves, shower kits and accessories and with Trevi technology you 

get total reliability and quality for a great shower, every time. For more information, 

please call 0800 590 311 for an Ideal Standard Showers brochure. 

Complete
shower experience

innovation

TT Ascari 
Sleekly stylish, our Ascari valve delivers 
beauty, simplicity and functionality  
in a single package. Its hidden asset –  
the TT thermostatic valve technology – 
makes it wonderfully easy to use and  
safe for all the family.
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Sauna

Steam

See p184 for more details

Shower

Tr
is

Tr
is

Your very own personal space dedicated to 

pleasure and well-being. This is Tris, the first 

multi-functional shower cabin, enclosing a 

shower, sauna and steam room in a space  

no bigger than the length of a bath. 

Shower Hydromassage, mist jets and  

a rain function; taking a shower will be an 

unforgettable experience.

Sauna The Tris sauna improves blood 

circulation, detoxifies, relaxes the muscles and 

purifies the skin, all in your own private space.

Steam room One of the most ancient 

ways of rejuvenating your body, united with 

the most up-to-date technology to give you 

maximum well-being.

This is an innovative, unique product,  

offering you maximum comfort and safety 

thanks to the high technology of its design 

and construction.

Shower, Sauna and

Steam room
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Hygrometer
This measures the precise level  
of humidity inside Tris. 

Stove and bucket
This is the pulsating heart of the sauna.  
It is accompanied by 2kg of volcanic stones,  
a bucket and a ladle made of Iroko wood.

Foldable seat
In order to guarantee maximum comfort  
and optimal use of the shower area, the seat can 
be completely folded back against the wall.

Steam dispenser
Make your steam room a unique experience  
by using essential oils. It only takes a few  
drops of your favourite oil poured into  
the appropriate container for you to enjoy  
the benefits of aromatherapy.

Materials
A natural oil treatment allows the wood  
to breathe whilst providing it with a water-
resistant coating. For peace of mind Tris 
is made from double-glazed glass.

Removable wooden floor
Three floor panels can be raised completely  
for total cleaning.

Tr
is

See p184 for more details

Tris technology
Shower options
There are three different water effects:  
Normal rain, which uses 11 overhead nozzles; 
Tropical rain, which uses eight overhead mist 
nozzles; Hydromassage, which uses six lateral 
body jets.

Upper grids
These guarantee complete drying of the unit.

Temperature
The temperature control inside a steam room  
ranges from 45°c to 60°c. Humidity reaches 100%.

Robe hooks
There is an Iroko wood robe hook  
and a hanging rail on the outside of the 
cabin to keep essentials close at hand.

Handspray
The slim single function handspray has  
a retractable 1.25m long hose. It is made from  
a heat-resistant material with silicone nozzles 
which resist limescale formation.

Thermostatic mixer
The thermostatic shower mixer controls  
water flow as well as maintaining your ideal 
water temperature. It is made of special heat-
resistant materials which are safe to the touch.
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Ventuno Close coupled WC suite

T3210  Standard close coupled WC bowl  
with horizontal outlet

T4228  Close coupled cistern with dual  
 flush valve – 6/4 litres
T6343  Seat and cover 
T6344 Seat and cover, slow close

Ventuno 65cm Semi-countertop basin

T0437 One tap hole

Ventuno Semi-pedestal  
handrinse basin

T0022 50cm handrinse basin, one tap hole
T0021 45cm handrinse basin, one tap hole
T4099 Semi-pedestal

Ventuno 60cm and 55cm  
Pedestal basin 

T0432  60cm basin, one tap hole
T0435  55cm basin, one tap hole
T4087  Full pedestal

Ventuno 60cm and 55cm  
Semi-pedestal basin 

T0432  60cm basin, one tap hole
T0435  55cm basin, one tap hole
T4098  Semi-pedestal

355

670

280

420

605
555

605
555

Ventuno Back-to-wall  
close coupled WC suite

T3213  Close coupled back-to-wall bowl  
with horizontal outlet

T4228  Close coupled cistern with  
dual flush valve – 6/4 litres

T6343 Seat and cover
T6344 Seat and cover, slow close

420

Ventuno pages 6-9

Ventuno Wall mounted bidet

T5151 Wall hung bidet, one tap hole

Ventuno Floor standing  
back-to-wall bidet

T5150 Floor standing bidet, one tap hole

Ventuno Back-to-wall WC suite

T3161 Back to wall WC bowl with horizontal outlet
T6637 Seat and cover 
T6638 Seat and cover, slow close

Ventuno Wall mounted WC suite

T3164  Wall hung WC bowl with horizontal outlet
T6637  Seat and cover 
T6638  Seat and cover, slow close

350

350

350

Ventuno Bath

E0121  170 x 80cm Idealcast bath 
E0164  170cm front bath panel for  

Idealcast bath
E0165  80cm end bath panel for  

Idealcast bath
R2060  170 x 75cm Idealform bath
R2059  170 x 70cm Idealform bath 
E3194 170cm Unilux front panel
E3195 75cm Unilux end panel
E3169 70cm Unilux end panel

1695
(±5)

795
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 595

1695
(±5)

695
(±5)

Height : floor to rim 550
Height : floor to rim 580

170 x 70
170 x 75

A
695
745

A
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Attitude pages 10-11

Attitude Vessel basin mixer
Single lever

A4755 AA Classic outlet

Attitude Basin mixer
Single lever

A4592 AA Classic outlet  
  with pop-up waste
A5535 AA Classic outlet  
  with no waste

Attitude Basin mixer
Single lever, high pressure installations only

A4597 AA Waterfall outlet  
  with pop-up waste
A5536 AA Waterfall outlet 
  with no waste

Attitude Vessel basin mixer
Single lever, high pressure installations only

A4756 AA Waterfall outlet

149

104

300

149

117

300

309

120

116 128

309

120

Attitude Bath/shower mixer
Thermostatic, high pressure installations only

A4616 AA With shower kit

Attitude Shower valve
Thermostatic, built-in

A4613 AA Faceplate and handles
A3969 NU TT valve body (working components)

Attitude Wall mounted 
shower valve
A5603 AA  with three-way diverter to bath  

or shower
A5604AA  with three way diverter to bath, 

shower handspray or fixed head

Attitude Shower valve
Thermostatic, exposed

A4614 AA 

Attitude Bath filler
Single lever

A4609 AA 

Attitude Bidet mixer
Single lever

A4617 AA With pop-up waste

163

205

116

112317

Ø49

100

166

212 174

364

95

128
173

159

133

350

SimplyU 75cm Natural basin

T0140  No tap holes
T0167 One tap hole
T0309 Two tap holes

SimplyU 55cm Dynamic basin

T0136 No tap holes
T0163 One tap hole
T0307 Two tap holes

SimplyU 65cm Dynamic basin

T0135 No tap holes
T0162 One tap hole
T0306 Two tap holes

65110

550

500

135

525

750

65110

650

500

SimplyU 80cm Dynamic basin

T0134 No tap holes
T0161 One tap hole
T0305 Two tap holes

SimplyU 120cm Dynamic double basin

T0133 No tap holes
T0160 One tap hole
T0304 Two tap holes

1200

520

65110

520

65110

800

SimplyU pages 12-19

For installations that use SimplyU wall mounted fittings the J3291 AA free flow waste is available.

75

80 53

300

100 100

100
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Drawings scale 1:25 Drawings scale 1:25

SimplyU 60cm Natural basin

T0139 No tap holes
T0166 One tap hole
T0308 Two tap holes

500

600

SimplyU 45cm Natural vessel basin

T0141 No tap holes

SimplyU 60cm Natural vessel basin

T0142 No tap holes 450

600

120

450

120

450

SimplyU 550mm Wall mounted basin cupboard unit 
with pull-down door

For use with 60cm Natural basin
T7200 DJ Gloss Dark Brown
T7200 WG Gloss White
T7200 DK Walnut veneer

SimplyU 800mm Wall mounted  
basin unit with drawer

For use with 55 and 65cm Dynamic basin  
T7201 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7201 WG Gloss White
T7201 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 60 and 75cm Natural basin
T7202 DJ Gloss Dark Brown
T7202 WG Gloss White
T7202 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 45 and 60cm Natural vessel basin
T7203 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7203 WG Gloss White
T7203 DK Walnut veneer

135

550 520

350

800 520

350

800 520

350

800 520

350

SimplyU 1000mm wall mounted basin unit with drawer

For use with 55, 65 and 80cm Dynamic basin 
T7205 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7205 WG Gloss White
T7205 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 45 and 60cm Natural vessel basin
T7206 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7206 WG Gloss White
T7206 DK Walnut veneer

SimplyU 1200mm Wall mounted basin shelf

For use with 55, 65 and 80cm Dynamic basin  
T7215 DJ Gloss Dark Brown
T7215 WG Gloss White
T7215 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 60 and 75cm Natural basin 
T7216 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7216 WG Gloss White
T7216 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 45 and 60cm Natural vessel basin 
T7217 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7217 WG Gloss White
T7217 DK Walnut veneer

SimplyU 800mm Wall mounted basin shelf

For use with 60cm Natural basin  
T7213 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7213 WG Gloss White
T7213 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 45 and 60cm Natural vessel basin 
T7214 DJ  Gloss Dark Brown
T7214 WG Gloss White
T7214 DK Walnut veneer

SimplyU 1200mm Wall mounted basin unit with drawer

For use with Dynamic double basin  
T7212 DJ Gloss Dark Brown
T7212 WG Gloss White
T7212 DK Walnut veneer

For use with 55, 65 and 80cm  
Dynamic basin  
T7208 DJ Gloss Dark Brown
T7208 WG Gloss White
T7208 DK Walnut veneer

1000 520

350

800

520

70

520

70

1200

1200 520

350
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SimplyU 350mm Tall storage unit

T7221 DJ Left-hand door, Gloss Dark Brown
T7221 WG Left-hand door, Gloss White
T7221 DK Left-hand door, Walnut veneer
T7222 DJ Right-hand door, Gloss Dark Brown
T7222 WG Right-hand door, Gloss White
T7222 DK Right-hand door, Walnut veneer

370 350

1635

SimplyU 550mm Mirror

N1296 MZ 

SimplyU 800mm Mirror

N1297 MZ 

SimplyU 1000mm Mirror

N1298 MZ 

SimplyU 1200mm Mirror

N1299 MZ 

SimplyU Finishes

 DJ Gloss Dark Brown WG Gloss White DK Walnut veneer

800

550
45

800

45
800

45

500

1000
45

500

1200

Check the compatibility of your choice of basin and furniture at a glance. All mirrors are compatible with all basins 
and vessels. The vessel can only be combined with wall mounted fittings. 

Cabinet Drawer unit Drawer unit Drawer unit Shelf 80 Shelf 120
550 x 520 x 350 800 x 520 x 350 1000 x 520 x 350 1200 x 520 x 350 1200 x 520 x 350 1200 x 520 x 350

T0133 Dynamic 1200 x 520 x 110 T7212
T0134 Dynamic 800 x 520 x 110 T7205 T7208 T7215
T0135 Dynamic 650 x 500 x 110 T7201 T7205 T7208 T7215
T0136 Dynamic 550 x 500 x 110 T7201 T7205 T7208 T7215
T0139 Natural 600 x 500 x 135 T7200 T7202 7213 T7216
T0140 Natural 750 x 525 x 135 T7202 T7216
T0141 Natural vessel 450 x 450 x 120 T7203 T7206 7214 T7217
T0142 Natural vessel 600 x 450 x 120 T7203 T7206 7214 T7217

Drawings scale 1:25

SimplyU Soap dispenser  
and holder

N1302 AA 

4

123.5

30

200

66

96.5

4

82.5
30

200

66

96.5

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4479 AA  Rectangular spout and one rectangular 
escutcheon with pop-up waste

SimplyU Basin mixer 
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4478 AA   Rectangular spout and one oval 
escutcheon with pop-up waste 

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4477 AA  Rectangular spout and two round 
escutcheons with pop-up waste

SimplyU Basin mixer 
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4486 AA  206mm cylindrical spout and one 
rectangular escutcheon with pop-up waste

SimplyU Basin mixer 
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4485 AA  206mm cylindrical spout and one 
oval escutcheon with pop-up waste

SimplyU Basin mixer 
Single lever with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4484 AA   206mm cylindrical spout and two 
round escutcheons with pop-up waste

90
156

95

165

150

90
156

95

165

150

161
90

136
153.5

165

161
90

136
153.5

165

90
156

95

165

150

161
90

136
153.5

165

SimplyU Mirror lamp

N1300 AA  

200

145

89

Ø12

SimplyU Towel hook

N1301 AA 30

80
4

135

300

5
38

95

SimplyU Shelf

N1304 AA Left-hand
N1306 AA Right-hand

SimplyU Tumbler and holder

N1303 AA  Tumbler  
and holder

All SimplyU furniture units and shelves have a pre-cut hole on top for the basin waste. 
The shape of this hole is specific to the compatible basin as highlighted in the matrix
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Drawings scale 1:25

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever, built-in, wall mounted

A4483 AA  206mm rectangular spout and one 
rectangular escutcheon

A4491 NU Pre-installation kit

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever, built-in, wall mounted

A4482 AA  206mm rectangular spout and one 
oval escutcheon

A4491 NU Pre-installation kit

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever, built-in, wall mounted 

A4490 AA  Cylindrical spout and one 
rectangular escutcheon

A4491 NU Pre-installation kit

SimplyU Basin mixer
Single lever, built-in, wall mounted

A4489 AA  Cylindrical spout and one 
oval escutcheon

A4491 NU Pre-installation kit

White 50cm Round basin

E0117 50cm round basin, no tap holes
E0007 50cm round basin, one tap hole
E0008 50cm round basin, two tap holes 
E0026 50cm round basin, two tap holes, without chain hole
E0009 50cm round basin with three tap holes
E0015 Full pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

White 50cm Cube basin

E1224 50cm cube basin, no tap holes
E1221 50cm cube basin, one tap hole
E1222 50cm cube basin, two tap holes
E1223 50cm cube basin, three tap holes
E1227 Full pedestal
E0157 Basin fixing set

500

455

855

White pages 20-25

187

72

115

223

187

72

115

218

218

187

115

72

187

72

223

115

White 45cm Round semi-countertop basin
One tap hole

E0014 

White 40cm Round vessel basin
No tap holes

E0006 Vessel basin
E0095 Vessel fixing bracket

White 40cm Cube vessel basin
No tap holes

E0036 Vessel basin
E0095 Vessel fixing bracket

White 40cm Round handrinse basin

E0119 40cm round handrinse basin, no tap holes
E0017 40cm round handrinse basin, one tap hole
E0018 40cm round handrinse basin, two tap holes 
E0079   Contemporary 32 x 75cm seal bottom trap  

chromium plated

White Close coupled WC suite 

E0001  Close coupled/back-to-wall WC bowl  
with horizontal outlet

E0002 Cistern with dual flush valve
E5924 Cistern with single flush valve, 4.5 litres
E0021 Seat and cover 680

380

400

815

160

450

435

170

400

400

400

400

155

450

450

275

180

500

485

870
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Drawings scale 1:25

White Floor standing bidet
One tap hole

E0027 

White Wall mounted WC suite 

E0005 Wall mounted WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E0021 Seat and cover

White Back-to-wall WC suite 

E0001  Close coupled/back-to-wall WC bowl  
with horizontal outlet

E0021 Seat and cover

380

530
400

530

380

400

530

380

400

White 170cm Bath 

E0023   170 x 80cm Idealcast bath with no tap holes
E0024  170cm front panel
E0025  80cm end panel

795
(±5)

1695
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 555min-595max

White Wall mounted bidet
One tap hole

E0028 

380

530
400

Silver pages 26-27

Silver Basin mixer 
Dual control with three tap holes 

E0061 AA  With pop-up waste
E0062 AA With no waste

Silver Bath filler
Dual control with three tap holes 

E0070 AA 

Silver Bidet mixer 
Single lever with one tap hole

E0074 AA With pop-up waste

Silver Bidet mixer 
Dual control with one tap hole

E0073 AA With pop-up waste

Silver Basin mixer 
Single lever with one tap hole

E0067 AA With pop-up waste
E0068 AA With no waste

Silver Basin mixer 
Dual control with one tap hole

E0065 AA With pop-up waste
E0066 AA With no waste

Silver Vessel basin  
mixer 

E0069 AA With no waste

Silver Bath filler
Dual control with two tap holes

E0072 AA 

Silver Basin mixer 
Dual control wall basin mixer 

E0063 AA 150mm spout
E0064 AA 230mm spout

Silver Bath filler
Dual control wall bath filler 

E0071 AA 

245

140
85

150

245

140

140

85

370

265

210

150

150
81 85

124

145

74

111

85

Ø58

200

150

Ø58

200

180

52

145

150

245

90

200

52

180 min
centres

150

80

185

100

180

130
25

150 55
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Moments pages 28-35

Moments Pedestal and  
semi-pedestal basin
Available with 90, 75, 65 and 55cm basins

K0715  90cm basin, one tap hole
K0716  75cm basin, one tap hole
K0717  65cm basin, one tap hole
K0719  55cm basin, one tap hole
K0074  Semi-pedestal 
K0075  Full pedestal

850

B
515
515
515
430

A
900
750
650
550

90cm
75cm
65cm
55cm

160

A

B

425

Moments 370mm Wall mounted one drawer storage unit

K2211 WG Gloss White
K2211 SV Light Oak veneer

370

370 320

Drawings scale 1:25 Drawings scale 1:25 142
143

Silver Wall mounted shower valve
Thermostatic, built-in

A5599 AA With three-way diverter to bath or shower
A5600 AA With three-way diverter to bath, shower handspray or   
  fixed head

300

100 100

100

77

58

Silver Idealfill bath filler 
Low pressure bath filler and waste combination

E6791 AA  Bath pop-up waste and Idealfill assembly working components
E3998 AA Operating handles

Silver Shower valve
Thermostatic, built-in TT

A3969 NU TT valve body (working components)
E3642 AA Faceplate and handles

56

149

170

212 100175

Moments 58cm Semi-countertop basin
One tap hole

K0720  58cm semi-countertop basin

Moments 24cm Shelf

K2195 WG Gloss White
K2195 SV Light Oak veneer

Moments 35cm Shelf

K2196 WG Gloss White
K2196 SV Light Oak veneer

140

580

458

500
75240

240
350

24cm
5cm3

500
75A

A

Moments Wall mounted one drawer basin unit
for 90cm basin

K2192 WG 900mm drawer basin unit for 90cm basin, Gloss White
K2192 SV 900mm drawer basin unit for 90cm basin, Light Oak veneer
K2193 WG 750mm drawer basin unit for 75cm basin, Gloss White
K2193 SV 750mm drawer basin unit for 75cm basin, Light Oak veneer 
K2194 WG 650mm drawer basin unit for 65cm basin, Gloss White
K2194 SV 650mm drawer basin unit for 65cm basin, Light Oak veneer 
K2212 WG 500mm drawer basin unit for 50cm basin, gloss white
K2212 SV 500mm drawer basin unit for 50cm basin, Light Oak veneer

A

B

C

A
900
750
650
500

90cm
75cm
65cm
50cm

B
505
505
505
375

C
320
320
320
320

Moments 50cm Handrinse basin
One tap hole

K0718 50cm handrinse basin
K0076  Semi-pedestal 

390

500

375
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145

Moments Wall mounted WC suite

K3113  WC bowl with horizontal outlet
K7058  Seat and cover, slow close

Moments Wall mounted bidet
One tap hole

K5061

Moments Close coupled WC suite

K3114  WC bowl with horizontal outlet 
K4044  Cistern bottom inlet
K7058  Seat and cover, slow close

395

610

835

350

650

400

75

575

350

400
70580

350

Moments Back-to-wall WC suite

K3116 WC bowl with horizontal outlet
K7058 Seat and cover, slow close

Moments Back-to-wall bidet
One tap hole

K5054

390

535

575

355

390

550

350

575

Moments 180cm Bath 

K6342   180 x 90cm bath, no tap holes
K6177  180cm front panel
K6178  90cm end panel 
K7810 AA Multiplex bath waste and overflow
K7812 AA  Multiplex trio bath waste and exofil overflow –  

working components
A3922 AA  Multiplex bath waste and overflow –  

operating handle and plug cover for K7812 AA

Moments Illuminated bath

K6422  200 x 90cm bath  
complete with illuminated 
front panel, no tap holes

K6423  200 x 90cm bath complete 
with two illuminated front 
panels, no tap holes

K6179  Curved top end panel
K6340  Flat top wall connection 

end panel 

For island and peninsular  
installations use 2 x K6179. 
For corner installations 
use K6179 and K6340.
Care must be taken when 
the bath is installed with wall 
tiles. Do not tile onto the bath 
rim. Front panel attached to 
narrow rim.

900
(±5)

1800
(±5)

620

1800

900
(±5)

2010
(±5)

620

Moments 1600 x 370mm Tall storage unit

K2191 WG Gloss White
K2191 SV Light Oak veneer

1600

370

370

Moments Finishes

WG Gloss White SV Light Oak veneer
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207

84

57

57 153

146
147

351

170

220 85

183

180

183170

220

Moments Furniture bath

K6429 SV  Bath complete with front panel and two furniture 
end units, no tap holes

K6427 SV  Bath complete with front panel and left-hand 
furniture end unit, no tap holes 

K6428 SV  Bath complete with front panel and right-hand 
furniture end unit, no tap holes

   Care must be taken when the bath is installed  
with wall tiles. Do not tile onto the bath rim. Front 
panel attached to wide rim.

150

352

88

Moments Basin mixer
Single lever with pop-up waste,  
one tap hole

A3903 AA  
 With pop-up waste
A5565 AA  
With no waste

Moments Handrinse  
basin mixer 
Single lever with pop-up  
waste, one tap hole

A3906  
 With pop-up waste
A5566   
With no waste

Moments Bidet mixer 
Single lever with pop-up waste,  
one tap hole
 
A3909 

Moments Bath filler 
Single lever, one tap hole
 
A3921 

150

352

120

150

352

92

132

128

206

Moments Shower valve
Single lever, built-in manual,
high pressure installations only

A3912   
 Not including  
shower kit

Moments Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, built-in with diverter,
high pressure installations only

A3916  
Not including  
spout or 
shower kit

140

210 130

140

210 130

Moments Shower valve
Thermostatic, Trevi TT, built-in
 
A3970 NU 
Shower  
valve

A3919  
Faceplate

Moments Shower valve
Thermostatic, Trevi TT, built-in with diverter
 
A3969 NU 
Shower  
valve

A3918  
Faceplate

Moments Shower column
High pressure installations only

K6190 AA Polished stainless steel

Moments Control valve
Built-in, high pressure installations only
 
A4018 AA 

2000

913

185

256

103

70 80

MIX

HOT COLD

300

100 100

100

92

Ø54

103

70

Moments Bath/shower mixer
Single lever, exposed, wall mounted  
with swivel spout, high pressure installations only

A3914 AA Not including shower kit

Moments Bath/shower mixer
Dual control with diverter and shower kit, 
four tap holes

A3920 AA Bath/shower mixer,  
  not including spout
A3922 AA Multiplex bath waste
K7812 AA Exofil bath filler and overflow

Moments Shower valve
Single lever, exposed manual,
high pressure installations only

A3910 AA Not including shower kit

Moments 35cm  
Tall mirror 

N1163 AA

294

91

204

272

91

Moments Wall mounted 
shower valve 
Thermostatic, built-in

A5597 AA With two-way diverter to bath 
  or shower
A5598 AA With three-way diverter to bath, 
  shower handspray or fixed head

Moments Three-way diverter
Built-in, high pressure installations only
 
A4019 AA 

350

1550

620

900

1800
2000

Moments Bath spout
Wall mounted with swivel spout
 
A3923 AA 
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Drawings scale 1:25 148
149

Moments 46cm Double 
towel rail 

N1144 AA

Moments 18cm Hand  
towel holder 

N1143 AA

Moments Toilet roll holder

N1148 AA

Moments Spare toilet 
roll holder

N1149 AA

Moments Robe hook 

N1151 AA

Moments Toilet brush 
and holder 

N1150 AA

Moments Towel rail 

N1142 AA  30cm towel rail
N1141 AA  60cm towel rail
N1140 AA  80cm towel rail

17 29

45

30

86

65

179

108

410

100

86

86

130

30

183

86

86

30

30

54
458

30

86
65

300

30

86
65

600

30

86
65

800

Create pages 36-47

Create: Edge 56cm Semi-countertop basin

E3047 56cm semi-countertop basin, one tap hole
E3048 56cm semi-countertop basin, two tap holes

Create: Edge 42cm Vessel basin
No tap holes

E3025 

Create: Edge 45cm Handrinse semi-pedestal

E3045 45cm handrinse basin, one tap hole
E3016 Semi-pedestal

Create: Edge 55cm Pedestal and semi-pedestal basin

E3041 55cm basin, one tap hole
E3042 55cm basin, two tap holes 
E3015 Full pedestal
E3017 Semi-pedestal

Create: Edge 60cm Pedestal and semi-pedestal basin

E3027 60cm basin, one tap hole
E3028 60cm basin, two tap holes
E3015 Full pedestal 
E3017 Semi-pedestal

380

450

442

420

420

150185

560

450

200

Moments Soap dish 
and holder 

N1147 AA

30

106

100

Moments 50cm Mirror 

N1162 AA

500

500

810

600

485 505

800

550

445
495

Create: Edge 50cm Countertop basin 

E3072 One tap hole 
E3073 Two tap holes

190

500

430

Moments Toothbrush holder 
 
N1145 AA

83

99

Moments Soap  
dispenser and holder 

N1146 AA

121

85
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Create: Edge Back-to-wall WC suite

E3013 Back-to-wall WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

Create: Edge Wall mounted WC suite

E3014 Wall hung WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

Create: Edge Close coupled WC suite

E3012 Close coupled bowl with horizontal outlet 
E3029 Cistern with dual flush valve
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

Create: Edge Floor standing bidet
One tap hole

E3023 
400

600

360

400

790

360

650

400

360

540

400

360

500

Create: Square 50cm pedestal basin

E3100 50cm basin, one tap hole
E3104 50cm basin, two tap holes
E3015 Full pedestal

Create: Square 50cm Semi-pedestal basin

E3100 50cm pedestal/semi-pedestal basin, one tap hole
E3104 50cm pedestal/semi-pedestal basin, two tap holes
E3017 Semi-pedestal

500

455

500

455 485

810

Create: Square Wall mounted WC suite 

E3014 Wall mounted WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

Create: Square Close coupled  
WC suite

E3012 Close coupled bowl with horizontal outlet 
E3029 Cistern with dual flush valve 
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

Create: Square Back-to-wall WC suite

E3013 Back-to-wall WC bowl with horizontal outlet
E3034 Seat and cover
E3044 Seat and cover, slow close

400

345

790

360

650

360

500 400

360

540 400

Create: Square Floor standing bidet
One tap hole

E3023 400

600

360

Create: Square 50cm Semi-countertop basin

E3102 50cm semi-countertop basin, one tap hole
E3106 50cm semi-countertop basin, two tap holes

500

455

170200

Create: Square 40cm Handrinse and countertop basin

E3101 40cm handrinse/countertop basin, one tap hole
E3105 40cm handrinse/countertop basin, two tap holes
E3016  Semi-pedestal

450

400

365
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153

Create 70cm Bath

E3294  170 x 70cm Idealform bath, no tap holes
E3194  170cm Unilux front panel 
E3169  70cm Unilux end panel

L9122 AA Bath shower screen
L9128 AA Over bath enclosure door

Create Shower bath

E3171  170 x 70cm Idealcast bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E3172  170 x 70cm Idealcast bath, right-hand no tap holes
E3168  Front panel 

E3169   End panel 
L9120 AA Curved bath shower screen
L9123 AA Over bath enclosure door

1695
(±5)

850

695
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 540

1695
(±5)

695
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 500min-540max

Create 75cm Bath

E3191  170 x 75cm Idealform bath, no tap holes 
E3194  170cm Unilux front panel 
E3195  75cm Unilux end panel

L9122 AA Bath shower screen
L9123 AA Over bath enclosure door 

1695
(±5)

745
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 500min-540max

Create Offset corner bath

E3176  160 x 105cm Idealform bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E3177  160 x 105cm Idealform bath, right-hand, no tap holes
E4815  160 x 105cm Idealform Plus+ bath, left-hand, no tap holes
E4816  160 x 105cm Idealform Plus+ bath, right-hand, no tap holes 
E3182  Bath panel 
L9125 AA Curved bath screen
L9127 AA Over bath enclosure door

Create 365mm Full pedestal unit 
(Not including handle**, worktop and basin mixer)

E3309 GA 365mm full pedestal unit, Oak effect
E3309 RY 365mm full pedestal unit, Walnut effect
E3336 AA Pedestal basin collar, chrome plated
E3338 AA Handrinse basin collar, chrome plated

  For use with:
  50 and 40cm Square basins
  60 and 55cm Edge basins
  45cm Edge handrinse basin
  385mm bar handle

365

400

Create 500mm Vessel drawer unit 
(Not including handle**, worktop and basin mixer)

E3308 GA 500mm vessel drawer unit, Oak effect
E3308 RY 500mm vessel drawer unit, Walnut effect
 
  For use with:
  42cm Edge vessel basin
  385mm bar handle 500

450
310

660

Create 365mm 3/4 Pedestal unit
(Not including handle*, worktop and basin mixer)

E3311 GA 365mm 3/4 pedestal unit, Oak effect
E3311 RY 365mm 3/4 pedestal unit, Walnut effect
E3336 AA Pedestal basin collar, chrome plated
E3338 AA Handrinse basin collar, chrome plated

  For use with:
  50 and 40cm Square basins
  60 and 55cm Edge basins
  45cm Edge handrinse basin 
  250mm bar handle

460
365

400

*for use with 250mm bar handle, **for use with 385mm bar handle. See page 154 for product codes.

1541
(±5)

1600

1050 1000
(±5)

Right hand

Height : floor to rim - 550

Create 600mm Vanity chest
(Not including handles**, worktop and basin mixer)

E3312 GA 600mm vanity chest, Oak effect
E3312 RY 600mm vanity chest, Walnut effect

  For use with:
  50cm Edge countertop basin
  50cm Square countertop basin
  40cm Square countertop basin 
  385mm bar handle

865

600

500

**for use with 385mm bar handle. See page 154 for product codes.
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600

305

555

1200

860

Create 750mm Vanity chest 
(Not including handles***, worktop and basin mixer)

E3313 GA 750mm vanity chest, Oak effect 
E3313 RY 750mm vanity chest, Walnut effect

   For use with: 
50cm Edge countertop basin 
50cm Square countertop basin 
40cm Square countertop basin 
550mm bar handle

Create Mirror cabinets

E3314 GA 500mm mirror cabinet, Oak effect 
E3314 RY 500mm mirror cabinet, Walnut effect
E3324 GA 365mm mirror cabinet, Oak effect 
E3324 RY 365mm mirror cabinet, Walnut effect

Create Mirrors

E3329 GA 500mm mirror, Oak effect frame
E3329 RY 500mm mirror, Walnut effect frame 
E3325 GA 365mm mirror, Oak effect frame
E3325 RY 365mm mirror, Walnut effect frame 

865

655

365

800

20
500

655

365
20

800

50

50

Create 600mm Basin unit with 600mm WC unit
(Not including handle**, worktop and basin mixer)

E3306 GA 600mm basin unit, Oak effect
E3306 RY 600mm basin unit, Walnut effect

  For use with:
  56cm Edge semi-countertop basin
  50cm Square semi-countertop basin 
  385mm bar handle  
E3323 GA  600mm back-to-wall/wall hung WC unit  

with cistern and pushbutton, Oak effect
E3323 RY  600mm back-to-wall/wall hung WC unit  

with cistern and pushbutton, Walnut effect
E0060   Floor/wall brackets when using unit  

with wall hung WC

  For use with:
E3013  Create back-to-wall WC suite
E3034  Edge/Square seat and cover

Create Worktops

1500mm Worktop for basin and WC unit 
E3339 GA Oak effect
E3339 RY Walnut effect
E3339 RZ Noir Solid Surface

1200mm Worktop for basin and WC unit
E3316 GA Oak effect
E3316 RY Walnut effect
E3316 RZ Noir Solid Surface

600mm Worktop for basin or WC unit
E3317 GA Oak effect
E3317 RY Walnut effect
E3317 RZ Noir Solid Surface

500mm Worktop for vessel drawer unit
E3318 GA Oak effect
E3318 RY Walnut effect
E3318 RZ Noir Solid Surface

365mm Worktop for pedestal units
E3319 GA Oak effect
E3319 RY Walnut effect
E3319 RZ Noir Solid Surface

750mm Worktop for vanity chest
E3321 GA Oak effect
E3321 RY Walnut effect
E3321 RZ Noir Solid Surface

600mm Worktop for vanity chest
E3320 GA Oak effect
E3320 RY Walnut effect
E3320 RZ Noir Solid Surface

Create Handles (singles)

E3332 GE   250mm bar handle,  
brushed stainless steel

E3333 GE   385mm bar handle,  
brushed stainless steel

E3334 GE   550mm bar handle,  
brushed stainless steel

 

Create Filler panels

E3326 GA 300mm WC filler panel, Oak effect 
E3326 RY 300mm WC filler panel, Walnut effect 
E3327 GA 300mm basin unit filler panel,  
  Oak Effect 
E3327 RY 300mm basin unit filler panel, 
  Walnut effect 

RY Walnut effect

GA Oak effect

RZ Noir Solid Surface

Create Furniture finishes

GA Oak effect RY Walnut effect

500

750

Create Bath panels

E3328 GA 1700mm front bath panel, Oak effect 
E3328 RY 1700mm front bath panel, Walnut effect
E3344 GA 750mm end bath panel, Oak effect 
E3344 RY 750mm end bath panel, Walnut effect
E3343 GA 700mm end bath panel, Oak effect 
E3343 RY 700mm end bath panel, Walnut effect

Melange pages 48-57

Melange Basin mixer 
Single lever

A4261 AA With pop-up waste
A5399 AA With no waste

Melange Vessel basin mixer
Single lever

A4267 AA With no waste 

145

127

118

300

311
282

125

137

510524

15

4
A

75cm
70cm

A
728
678

1695

510524510524

A

***for use with 550mm bar handle. See page 154 for product codes.
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Melange Basin mixer
Single lever, wall mounted

A4263 AA With no waste 

Melange Basin mixer
Dual control with three tap holes

A4289 AA With pop-up waste

Melange Bidet mixer
Single lever, high pressure installations only

A4268 AA With pop-up waste

Melange Bath filler
Single lever with one tap hole

A4277 AA  

123

389

92

113

500 max

265

123

135

94

A4289
225

85

202
233

97 112

214

140

Melange Single lever  
bath/shower mixer
One tap hole, with retractable hose

A4278 AA Shower handset with retractable hose

Melange Bath filler 
Rim mounted, thermostatic with two tap holes,
high pressure installations only

A4283 AA 

Melange Bath/shower mixer
Exposed, wall mounted, thermostatic,  
high pressure installations only, no shower kit

A4337 AA  

Melange Shower valve
Exposed, wall mounted, thermostatic,  
high pressure installations only

A4336 AA  

Melange Shower valve
Thermostatic, built-in

A3969 NU  TT central valve body  
(working component) 

A4290 AA Faceplate and handles

Melange Central shower valve
Thermostatic, built-in

A3970 NU  TT central valve body  
(working component) 

A4291 AA Faceplate and handles

364

180

137

73
102

300

137 - 163

102

76

Ø70

120
85

145

205

300

137 - 163

198

168

Ø70

168

268

165

85

100

168

268

165

Tonic 50cm Basin unit with one door

K2168 EG One door, Dark Oak veneer
K2168 SV One door, Light Oak veneer

For use with K0686 50cm basin

Tonic 50cm Handrinse basin

K0686 50cm handrinse basin, one tap hole
E0079 Chrome bottle trap waste
K0072 Small semi-pedestal

500

410380

600

490

430

500

Tonic Pedestal and semi-pedestal basin
Available in 65cm and 60cm

K0689 65cm basin,  
 one tap hole 
K0688 60cm basin,  
 one tap hole 
R3311 Pedestal 
K0071 Large semi-pedestal

Tonic pages 52-55

Tonic 60cm Semi-countertop basin

K0701 60cm basin, one tap hole

330

850

450

60cm
65cm

B

A

A
600
650

B
520
520

Melange Bath/shower mixer
Dual control, four tap holes, with retractable hose

A4335 AA Shower handset with retractable hose

Melange Bath/shower mixer
Rim mounted, thermostatic with two tap holes 
and shower kit, high pressure installations only

A4284 AA  

230
100

290

450 max

172

364

180

137

73
122

280

180
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A
1700
1800

A
(±5)

800
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Tonic 75cm Basin unit with one drawer

K2167 EG One drawer,  
  Dark Oak veneer
K2167 SV One drawer, 
  Light Oak veneer

For use with K0689 65cm basin  
and K0688 60cm basin.

430

750

Tonic Wall mounted WC suite 

K3101  Wall mounted WC bowl 
with horizontal outlet

K7047 Seat and cover
K7061 Seat and cover, slow close 

Tonic Wall mounted bidet 
One tap hole

K5050  

400

400

380

540

360

545

Tonic Close coupled WC suite

K3104 Close coupled WC bowl  
 with horizontal outlet 
K4040 Flushvalve cistern, push button
K7047 Seat and cover
K7061 Seat and cover, slow close

Tonic Back-to-wall WC suite 
With concealed cistern

K3110  Back-to-wall WC bowl
 with horizontal outlet
K7047 Standard seat and cover
K7061 Seat and cover, slow close

390

345

160

390

685
810

390
550

360

330

Tonic Furniture finishes

SV Light Oak veneer EG Dark Oak veneer

Tonic Back-to-wall bidet 
one tap hole

K5060

360

545

Tonic 140cm Corner bath

K6061  140 x 140cm offset corner  
  bath and panel
K6467  140cm front panel
E5836 AA 90mm bath pop-up waste

Tonic Bath
Available in 180 x 80cm and 170 x 80cm

K6060  180 x 80cm Idealform bath, height floor to rim: 560 – 595cm
E0167  180cm front bath panel
E0165  80cm end bath panel
K6162  170 x 80cm Idealform bath 
E0164  170cm front bath panel
E0165  80cm end bath panel
E5836 AA 90mm bath pop-up waste

Height : floor to rim - 620

1475

1400

1980
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1250

1056

162

155

482

482

250

145

660

480

500

270

Tonic Guest Central unit 

K0705  50cm central basin height: 850mm
N1070 AA  48cm central mirror with lamp fitting, and integrated basin mixer
K2189   48cm central basin cabinet Beech veneer,  

Grey, Gloss Black or Dark Oak effect

Also available:
E0079 AA Chrome bottle trap waste
N1072 AA Soap dispenser
N1073 AA Side glass shelf
N1074 MY Toilet roll holder
N1075 AA Side hook
N1067 AA 48cm central mirror with lamp only

Tonic Guest pages 56-59

1250

2100

850

480

260
350

600

850
660

Tonic Guest left-hand unit 

K0703  60cm left-hand basin, height floor to rim: 850mm
N1069 AA 46cm right-hand mirror with lamp and fitting, and integrated basin mixer
K2190  48cm right/left-hand basin cabinet Beech veneer, Grey, Gloss Black or Dark Oak effect
Also available:
E0079 AA Chrome bottle trap waste
N1072 AA Soap dispenser
N1073 AA Side glass shelf
N1074 MY Toilet roll holder
N1075 AA Side hook
N1066 AA 46cm right-hand mirror with lamp only

480

245

Tonic Guest Furniture finishes

FN Beech veneer LJ Grey RW Gloss Black EG Dark Oak effect

Alfiere pages 60-61

Alfiere Basin/
Bidet mixer
 
N9786 AA

Alfiere Exposed  
shower valve

N9788 AA

Alfiere Exposed bath/ 
shower mixer

N9812 AA

Alfiere Vessel  
basin mixer

N9798 AA

Alfiere Handspray  
and flexible  
shower mixer

A4942 AA

A4943 AA
Shower hose and handset only

F1091 AA
Wall mounted shower station only
(for use with A4943 AA shower hose)

45

185

350

335

70

335

70

185

350

450

1020

Tonic Guest right-hand unit 

K0704  60cm right-hand basin 
N1068 AA 46cm left-hand mirror with lamp fitting,  
  and integrated basin mixer
K2190   48cm right/left-hand basin cabinet  

Beech veneer, Grey, Gloss Black or Dark Oak effect

Also available:
E0079 AA Chrome bottle trap waste
N1072 AA Soap dispenser
N1073 AA Side glass shelf
N1074 AA Toilet roll holder
N1075 MY Side hook
N1065 AA  46cm left-hand mirror 

mirror with lamp only

1250

2100

850

480

260
350

600

850
660
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Daylight pages 62-69

Daylight 130cm Double basin
With lFlow hidden overflow for use with semi-pedestal or cabinet

K0729 130cm double basin 
K0071 Semi-pedestal

Daylight 100cm Basin
With IdealFlow hidden overflow for use with semi-pedestal or cabinet

K0728 100cm basin 
K0071 Semi-pedestal

Daylight 80cm Basin
With IdealFlow hidden overflow for use with semi-pedestal or cabinet

K0727 80cm basin 
K0071 Semi-pedestal

Daylight 70cm Basin
With IdealFlow hidden overflow for use with semi-pedestal or cabinet

K0726 70cm basin 
K0071 Semi-pedestal

Daylight 58cm Countertop basin
With IdealFlow hidden overflow

K0730 SV Light Oak effect 
K0730 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 1300mm Wall mounted vanity basin unit 
With two doors and central drawer 

K2216 SV Light Oak effect 
K2216 EG Dark Oak effect

1300

510 435

435

1000

504

800

505 435

700

490 435

157

582

440

492485515

1293

Daylight 1000mm Wall mounted vanity basin unit
With two doors 

K2215 SV Light Oak effect 
K2215 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 800mm Wall mounted vanity basin unit
With two doors 

K2214 SV Light Oak effect 
K2214 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 700mm Wall mounted vanity basin unit
With two doors

K2213 SV Light Oak effect 
K2213 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 350mm Wall mounted storage unit
With interior drawer 

Left-hand hinged door and right-hand extended top 
K2220 SV Light Oak effect 
K2220 EG Dark Oak effect

Right-hand hinged door and left-hand extended top 
K2221 SV Light Oak effect 
K2221 EG Dark Oak effect 
 

Daylight 350mm Wall mounted storage unit
With interior drawer

Left-hand hinged door and extended top each side
K2222 SV Light Oak effect 
K2222 EG Dark Oak effect

Right-hand hinged door and extended top each side
K2223 SV Light Oak effect 
K2223 EG Dark Oak effect
 

Daylight Infill box
With cosmetic tissue holder and waste container

K2224 SV Light Oak effect 
K2224 EG Dark Oak effect

492

995

480510

795

480510 492

492

695

465495

476

370400 471

350

370400 471

601
350

370400

350

470435

125

Drawings scale 1:25
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Daylight 1635mm Tall storage unit
with drawers and glass shelves

K2225 SV  Left-hinged door,  
Light Oak effect

K2225 EG  Left-hinged door,  
Dark Oak effect

K2226 SV  Right-hinged door,  
Light Oak effect

K2226 EG  Right-hinged door,  
Dark Oak effect

Daylight 1000mm Mirrored wall unit with lights

K2232 SV Light Oak effect 
K2232 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 800mm Mirrored wall unit with lights

K2231 SV Light Oak effect 
K2231 EG Dark Oak effect

Daylight 700mm Mirrored wall unit with lights

K2230 SV Light Oak effect 
K2230 EG Dark Oak effect 

Daylight Towel rail

K2227 AA Chrome

Daylight Finish options

 SV Light Oak effect EG Dark Oak effect 

400

350

350

370

1635

400

350

350

370

1635

285

650 706997

170

285
170

797 650 706

697

285
170

650 706

260 40

65

330180

The Bath pages 72-73

The Bath Wave

E2001   170 x 75cm freestanding Idealcast bath with polished  
stainless steel platform, includes chrome pop-up waste 

E1963 AA  Chrome stand pipes

The Bath Trestle

E2002   170 x 75cm freestanding Idealcast bath with Light Oak veneer 
laminated trestle legs, includes chrome pop-up waste 

E1963 AA  Chrome stand pipes

1695
(±5)

745
(±5)

580

Aqua Duo Bath pages 74-75

Aqua Duo Bath

E3322 180 x 80cm bath, no tap holes 
E0167 180cm front panel
E0165 80cm end panel

Height : floor to rim - 595

800
(±5)

1800
(±5)

1695
(±5)

745
(±5)

580

1345
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Whirlpools pages 76-79

Whirlpools WWW 180cm Supreme Wellness bath

T8998 180 x 80cm left-hand bath 
T8997 180 x 80cm right-hand bath (pictured below)

1800
(±5)

800
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 640

Whirlpools Tonic 180cm Twin Plus bath

K6046 180 x 80cm left-hand bath 
K6463 180 x 80cm right-hand bath (pictured below)

Whirlpools Tonic 170cm Twin Plus bath

K6045 170 x 80cm left-hand bath 
K6462 170 x 80cm right-hand bath (pictured below)

Height : floor to rim - 640

1800
(±5)

800
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 640

1700
(±5)

180800
(±5)

Whirlpools Tonic 140cm corner Twin Plus bath

K6465 140 x 140cm corner bath 

Height : floor to rim - 640

1400
(±5)

1400
(±5)

Whirlpools Moments 180cm Twin Plus bath

K6487 180 x 90cm bath 

Height : floor to rim - 640

900
(±5)

1800
(±5)

Whirlpools Aqua Duo 180cm Twin Plus bath

K6408 180 x 80cm bath

Whirlpools Create 170 Twin Plus bath

E3192 170 x 75cm left-hand bath
E3193 170 x 75cm right-hand bath (pictured below)

Whirlpools Create 160 Twin Plus offset corner bath

E3178 160 x 105cm left-hand corner bath (pictured below)
E3179 160 x 105cm right-hand corner bath

Height : floor to rim - 560

1600
1541
(±5)

1050 1000
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 550

1695
(±5)

745
(±5)

Height : floor to rim - 640

800
)(±5

1800
(±5)
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Soft Bath pages 80-83

Soft Bath

T9740  Soft bath 180 x 80cm back-to-wall bath complete with touch  
  panel Airspa system, internal overflow, wenge finish base  
  and chrome finish wall with Moments filler and hand shower 
T9741 CT Cover panel in wenge finish to convert installation from 
  back-to-wall to freestanding

880

530

1140

1420 270

680

920
120

10

790

770

1190

300

100 165

1900

4

A

B

C

Synergy Enclosures pages 88-97

Synergy Quadrant enclosure

L6283 EO 800mm Quadrant enclosure
L6284 EO 900mm Quadrant enclosure
L6285 EO 1000mm Quadrant enclosure
L6286 EO 900 x 800mm Offset Quadrant enclosure
L6287 EO 1200 x 900mm Offset Quadrant enclosure

Quadrant
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. C
Width (mm)

800 755 - 780 415 755 - 780
900 855 - 880 535 855 - 880

1000 955 - 980 535 955 - 980
900 x 800 855 - 880 448 755 - 780
1200 x 900 1155 - 1180 535 855 - 880

1800

800

A

B

C

Dim.A
Width (mm)

755-780
855-880
955-980
855-880
1155-1180

Dim.C
Width (mm)

755-780
855-880
955-980
755-780
855-880

Dim.B

415
535
535
448
535

Opening (mm)
Quadrant
enclosure

800
900
1000

900 x 800
1200 x 900

1900

C

B

A

Dim.A
Width (mm)

753-778
853-878
953-978

Dim.C
Width (mm)

753-778
853-878
953-978

Dim.B

385
455
455

Opening (mm)
Corner entry

enclosure
800
900
1000

1900

Dim.C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel

760
800
900
1000

Dim.C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel

760
800
900
1000

Dim.C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel

760
800
900
1000

BB
A

C

m)
0
0
0
0

Dim.B
Opening

414
455
556
609

(mm)
Dim.B

Opening
414
455
556
609

(mm)
Dim.A

711-761
751-801
851-901
951-1001

Width (mm)
Infold

enclosure
760
800
900
1000

1900

B D

A

C

Dim.B
Opening

490
520
600
680

(mm)
Dim.D

455
485
565
645

Reach (mm)
Dim.D

455
485
565
645

each (mm)
Dim.A

711-761
751-801
851-901
951-1001

Width (mm)
Pivot

enclosure
760
800
900
1000

SynergyCorner Pivot

1900

4

BB
AA

Dim.A
Width (mm)

950-1000
1150-1200
1350-1400

Dim.B
Opening

382
435
535

(mm)

Dim.B
Opening

382
435
535

(mm)
Dim.A

952-1002
1152-1202
1352-1402

Width (mm)
Slider

enclosure
1000
1200
1400

Slider
enclosure

1000
1200
1400

Synergy SliderAlcoveSynergy Slider Corner

C

1900

4

1900

4

Synergy Corner entry enclosure

L6280EO 800mm Corner entry enclosure
L6281EO 900mm Corner entry enclosure
L6282EO 1000mm Corner entry enclosure

Synergy Corner slider enclosure

L6288 EO 1000mm Slider door
L6289 EO 1200mm Slider door
L6290 EO 1400mm Slider door
L6216 EO 760mm Side panel
L6217 EO 800mm Side panel
L6218 EO 900mm Side panel
L6219 EO 1000mm Side panel

Synergy Pentagon pivot enclosure

L6214 EO  800mm Pentagon pivot enclosure  
including panels

L6215 EO   900mm Pentagon pivot enclosure  
including panels

C

B

D

A

C

B

A

1900

4

Dim. A
Width (mm)

753-778
853-878
953-978

Dim. C
Width (mm)

753-778
853-878
953-978

Dim. B

385
455
455

Opening (mm)
Corner entry

enclosure
800
900

1000

Dim. C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel
760
800
900

1000

Dim. B
Opening

382
435
535

(mm)
Dim. A

952-1002
1152-1202
1352-1402

Width (mm)
Slider

enclosure
1000
1200
1400

B
A

C

Synergy Slider Corner

1900

4

1900

4

Dim. A
Width (mm)

763-788
873-898

Dim. C
Width (mm)

763-788
873-898

Dim. B

450
520

Opening (mm)
Dim. D

420
485

Reach (mm)
Pentagon
enclosure

800
900
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Synergy Corner pivot enclosure

L6201 EO 760mm Pivot door
L6202 EO 800mm Pivot door
L6203 EO 900mm Pivot door
L6204 EO 1000mm Pivot door
L6216 EO 760mm Side panel
L6217 EO 800mm Side panel
L6218 EO 900mm Side panel
L6219 EO 1000mm Side panel

Synergy 1200 Corner pivot enclosure

L6205 EO 1200mm Pivot door with in-line panel
L6216 EO 760mm Side panel
L6217 EO 800 Side panel

L6218 EO 900mm Side panel
L6219 EO 1000mm Side panel

Synergy Corner infold enclosure

L6206 EO 760mm Infold door
L6207 EO 800mm Infold door
L6208 EO 900mm Infold door
L6209 EO 1000mm Infold door
L6216 EO 760mm Side panel
L6217 EO 800mm Side panel
L6218 EO 900mm Side panel
L6219 EO 1000mm Side panel

B
A

C

BD

A

C 1900

4

Dim. B
Opening

490
520
600
680

(mm)
Dim. D

455
485
565
645

Reach (mm)
Dim. A

711-761
751-801
851-901

951-1001

Width (mm)
Pivot

enclosure
760
800
900

1000

Dim. C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel
760
800
900

1000

BD

A

C

Dim. A
Width (mm)
1151-1201

1200 Pivot
Enclosure

1200

Dim. B
Opening

600
(mm)

Dim. D

656
Reach (mm)

Dim. C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel
760
800
900

1000

1900

4

1900

4

Dim. B
Opening

414
455
556
609

(mm)
Dim. A

711-761
751-801
851-901

951-1001

Width (mm)
Infold

enclosure
760
800
900

1000

Dim. C
Width (mm)

708-733
748-773
848-873
948-973

Side
panel
760
800
900

1000

Synergy Alcove infold enclosure

L6206EO 760mm Infold door
L6207EO 800mm Infold door
L6208EO 900mm Infold door
L6209EO 1000mm Infold door

Infold
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

760 710 - 760 414
800 750 - 800 455
900 850 - 900 556

1000 950 - 1000 609

1900

4

B

A

Synergy Alcove pivot enclosure

L6201 EO 760mm Pivot door
L6202 EO 800mm Pivot door
L6203 EO 900mm Pivot door
L6204 EO 1000mm Pivot door

Pivot
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. D
Reach (mm)

760 710 - 760 490 455
800 750 - 800 520 485
900 850 - 900 600 565
1000 950 - 1000 680 645

evoclA toviP ygrenyS

1900

4

BD

A

Synergy Alcove slider enclosure

L6288EO 1000mm Slider door
L6289EO 1200mm Slider door
L6290EO 1400mm Slider door

Slider
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

1000 950 - 1000 382
1200 1150 - 1200 435
1400 1350 - 1400 535

Synergy Slider Alcove

1900

4

y gy

1900

4

B

A
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Synergy 1200 Alcove pivot enclosure

L6205 EO 1200mm Pivot door with in-line panel

1200 Pivot
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. D
Reach (mm)

1200 1150 - 1200 600 656

1900

4

BD

A

Synergy Wetrooms pages 98-103

Wetroom panels are sold separately to bracing brackets to ensure 
maximum flexibility of installation. Each wetroom panel must be 
supported by a straight or corner bracing bracket. 

Wetroom panels can be installed as front or end panels and also 
as dual access panels.

All wetroom panels are supplied with a wall profile; if using as a 
dual access installation, simply discard during installation.

All wetroom panels are also suitable for use with a shower tray.

– All wetroom panels are supplied 
 with a wall profile and an aluminium  
 floor or tray strip. 

– Return panels are supplied   
 with corner seal and 2 x corner   
 connectors. 

– Bracing brackets are supplied at 
 1 metre length and can be cut   
 down to required size; wall fixings   
 and covers are supplied. 

Synergy Corner or alcove wetroom with straight panel

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6229 EO Straight bracing bracket

 

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice
B – Straight bracing bracket

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.B

4

2000 2025

A

B

Synergy Corner or alcove wetroom  
with straight panel and return panel

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6228 EO 300mm Wetroom return panel
L6229 EO Straight bracing bracket

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice
B – Straight bracing bracket
C – 300mm return panel

Synergy Dual access corner, alcove or peninsular wetroom

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6229 EO Straight bracing bracket

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice 
B – 2 x Straight bracing bracket

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.B

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

Panel

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Dim.B

638
698
738
838
938

1138
1338
1538

Dim.A

A

B

2025

A

B

C

4

2000 2025

Synergy Dual access corner, alcove  
or peninsular wetroom with return panels

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6228 EO 300mm Wetroom return panel
L6229 EO Straight bracing bracket 

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice 
B – 2 x Straight bracing bracket
C – 2 x 300mm Return panels 

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

Panel

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Dim.B

638
698
738
838
938

1138
1338
1538

Dim.A

A

B

CC

2025
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Synergy Bow bath screen

L6211 AA Bow bath screen

140.5

495

1005
1395.5

1500

795 min - 815 max
875 min - 895 max

14

1470

Synergy Corner wetroom with straight panel and end panel

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6229 E0 Straight bracing bracket
L6230 E0 Angle bracing bracket

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice
B – Straight bracing bracket
D – Angle bracing bracket

4

2000 2025

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.B

A

B A

D

Synergy Bow bath screen  
with towel rail

L6212 AA Bow bath screen with rail
 

6

Synergy Bath Screens pages 104-105

140.5

495

1005
1395.5

1500

795 min - 815 max
875 min - 895 max

14

1470

6

Synergy Corner wetroom with straight panel  
and return and end panel

L6220 EO 700mm Wetroom panel
L6221 EO 760mm Wetroom panel
L6222 EO 800mm Wetroom panel
L6223 EO 900mm Wetroom panel
L6224 EO 1000mm Wetroom panel
L6225 EO 1200mm Wetroom panel

L6226 EO 1400mm Wetroom panel
L6227 EO 1600mm Wetroom panel
L6228 EO 300mm Wetroom return panel
L6229 EO Straight bracing bracket
L6230 EO Angle bracing bracket 

Recommended opening minimum 500mm

A – Panel size of your choice
B – Straight bracing bracket
C – 300mm return panel
D – Angle bracing bracket

4

2000 2025

A

B A

D

C

700
760
800
900

1000
1200
1400
1600

654 - 677
714 - 737
754 - 777
854 - 877
954 - 977

1154 - 1177
1354 - 1377
1554 - 1577

650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994
650 - 994

Panel Dim.A Dim.B

Synergy Sail bath screen

L6213 AA Sail bath screen

Synergy Angle bath screen

L6210 AA Angle screen

140.5

495

1005
1395.5

1500

14

1480

875 min - 895 max

6

140.5

495

1005
1395.5

1500

14

1470

795 min - 815 max

6
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Serenis notes *Please wait for receipt of wetroom pack prior to preparing bathroom for wetroom installation.

Serenis 360˚ Peninsular enclosure (wetroom option)

L8360 AA  Peninsular with water delivery system
L5249  Shower tray, right-hand

L5232  Shower tray, left-hand
L8384 AA Wetroom pack*
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115
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B
1525

500

130

1455 1470

B
(overall adjustment)

min maxA - Opening
See drawing

adhesive
tiles

tray

plaster
board

adhesive

tiles
tray

max
tiled in
depth
15.0
plaster
board

Serenis notes *Please wait for receipt of wetroom pack prior to preparing bathroom for wetroom installation.

Serenis 180˚ Corner enclosure (wetroom option)

L8364 AA 180° Corner, 1700mm,  
  with water delivery system
L8384 AA 180° Corner, 1700mm, 
  without water delivery system
L8370 AA 180° Corner 1400mm, 
  with water delivery system 

L8374 AA 180° Corner 1400mm, 
  without water delivery system 
L5234  Shower tray, 1700mm, right-hand
L5233  Shower tray, 1700mm, left-hand
L5236  Shower Tray, 1400mm, right-hand
L5235  Shower Tray, 1400mm, left-hand
L8385 AA Wetroom pack* 

Serenis 360˚ Corner enclosure (wetroom option)

L8362 AA 360° Corner enclosure with water delivery system
L5231  Shower tray, right-hand
L5230  Shower tray, left-hand
L8385 AA Wetroom pack*
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See drawing
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Serenis pages 106-113

Serenis 180˚ Alcove enclosure (wetroom option)

L8365 AA 180° Alcove 
  with water delivery system
L8369 AA 180° Alcove  
  without water delivery system 
L5242  Shower tray, 1700mm, right-hand

L5241  Shower tray, 1700mm, left-hand
L8371 AA 180° Alcove  
  with water delivery system
L8375 AA 180° Alcove  
  without water delivery system
L8386 AA Wetroom pack*
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Serenis notes *Please wait for receipt of wetroom pack prior to preparing bathroom for wetroom installation.

Serenis 90˚ Corner enclosure (wetroom option)

L8376 AA 90° Corner, 1400mm
L5238  Shower tray, 1400mm, right-hand
L5237  Shower tray, 1400mm, left-hand
L8378 AA 90° Corner, 1200mm

L5240  Shower tray, 1200mm, right-hand
L5239  Shower tray, 1200mm, right-hand
L8385 AA  Wetroom pack*, water delivery system 

not available on Serenis 90° models
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B
(overall adjustment)

A
(opening)
485mm

C
(overall adjustment)

min
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818

max
858
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max
833
833

Bliss notes All adjustments for size and out-of-true walls are contained within the measurements shown.

Bliss Corner enclosure

L9160 AA 800mm Flat top corner hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L9162 AA 800mm Flat top corner hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L9161 AA 900mm Flat top corner hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L9163 AA 900mm Flat top corner hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand 
L8901 AA 800mm Upstand corner hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L8900 AA 800mm Upstand corner hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L8903 AA 900mm Upstand corner hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L8902 AA 900mm Upstand cormer hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L9164 AA 800mm Side panel
L9165 AA 900mm Side panel
L6344  800mm Flat top shower tray
L6345  900mm Flat top shower tray 
L6350  800mm Upstand shower tray
L6351  900mm Upstand shower tray
L6356  800mm Riser kit 
L6357  900mm Riser kit 

min
758
858
758
858

max
772
872
772
872

B
(overall adjustment)

min max

A

505
605

505
605

A - Opening
All dimensions in
millimetres

800 (Upstand)
900 (Upstand)
800 (Flat top)
900 (Flat top)

Unit

B

B

A

1911±5

B

adhesive
tile face

tray

plaster
board

upstand detail

plaster
board tile face

tray

adhesive

flat top detail

Bliss pages 114-119

Serenis 90˚ Alcove enclosure

L8377 AA 90° Alcove, 1400mm
L5246  Shower tray, 1400mm, right-hand 
L5245  Shower tray, 1400mm, left-hand
L8379 AA 90° Alcove, 1200mm
L5248  Shower tray, 1200mm, right-hand
L5247  Shower tray, 1200mm, left-hand
L8386 AA Wetroom pack*, water delivery system not available on Serenis 90° models
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Bliss Corner Entry enclosure

L9166 AA 800mm Flat top corner Entry hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L9167 AA 800mm Flat top corner Entry hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L9168 AA 900mm Flat top corner Entry hinged shower door, infill panel, right-hand 
L9169 AA 900mm Flat top corner Entry hinged shower door, infill panel, left-hand 
L8907 AA 800mm Upstand corner Entry hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L8906 AA 800mm Upstand corner Entry hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L8909 AA 900mm Upstand corner Entry hinged shower door, infill panel, right-hand 
L8908 AA 900mm Upstand corner Entry hinged shower door, infill panel, left-hand
L6344  800mm Flat top shower tray 
L6345  900mm Flat top shower tray
L6350  800mm Upstand shower tray 
L6351  900mm Upstand shower tray
L6356  800mm Riser kit 
L6357  900mm Riser kit

1911±5

C

A

B

C

C

19

plaster
board tile face

tray

adhesive

flat top detail

800 (Upstand)
900 (Upstand)
800 (Flat top)
900 (Flat top)

Unit B

490
540

480
530

A

655
725

645
715

min
743
848
753
858

max
763
870
773
873

C
(overall adjustment)

min max

A - Opening
B - Reach
All dimensions in
millimetres

adhesive
tile face

tray

plaster
board

upstand detail
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Bliss Alcove enclosure

L9170 AA 800mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L9171 AA 800mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L9172 AA 900mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L9173 AA 900mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand 
L8911 AA 800mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L8910 AA 800mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L8913 AA 900mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, right-hand
L8912 AA 900mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panel, left-hand
L6344  800mm Flat top shower tray 
L6345  900mm Flat top shower tray
L6350  800mm Upstand shower tray
L6351  900mm Upstand shower tray
L6356  800mm Riser kit 
L6357  900mm Riser kit

A

470
570

445
545

min
752
852
777
877

B
(overall adjustment)

min

A - Opening
All dimensions in
millimetres

800 (Upstand)
900 (Upstand)
800 (Flat top)
900 (Flat top)

Unit max
792

810
910

892

max

Bliss notes All adjustments for size and out-of-true walls are contained within the measurements shown.
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Bliss Large alcove enclosure

L9174 AA 1200mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panels, right-hand
L9175 AA 1200mm Flat top alcove hinged shower door and infill panels, left-hand  
L8915 AA 1200mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panels, right-hand
L8914 AA 1200mm Upstand alcove hinged shower door and infill panels, left-hand
L6346  1200 x 760mm Flat top shower tray
L6352  1200 x 760mm Upstand shower tray
L6358  1200 Riser kit

Unit
1200 (Upstand)
1200 (Flat top)

A

720
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min
1158
1183

max

1205
1202

B
(overall adjustment)

min max

A - Opening
All dimensions in
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B
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tile face
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board tile face

tray
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flat top detail

Bliss Hinged folding bath/shower screen

L9198 AA Right-hand version
L9199 AA Left-hand version

1105 - 1125

550

637

313

460

R19
0

1470

8 13140

495

1005

1395
1500

38

5

Bliss Quadrant enclosure

L9176 AA 800mm Flat top quadrant hinged shower door and panel, right-hand
L9177 AA 800mm Flat top quadrant hinged shower door and panel, left-hand
L9178 AA 900mm Flat top quadrant hinged shower door and panel, right-hand
L9179 AA 900mm Flat top quadrant hinged shower door and panel, left-hand
L8917 AA 800mm Upstand quadrant hinged shower door and panel, right-hand
L8916 AA 800mm Upstand quadrant hinged shower door and panel, left-hand
L8919 AA 900mm Upstand quadrant hinged shower door and panel, right-hand
L8918 AA 900mm Upstand quadrant hinged shower door and panel, left-hand
L6347  800mm Quadrant flat top shower tray
L6348  900mm Quadrant 
  flat top shower tray 
L6353  800mm Quadrant 
  upstand shower tray
L6354  900mm Quadrant 
  upstand shower tray 
L6359  Quadrant riser kit

Bliss notes All adjustments for size and out-of-true walls are contained within the measurements shown.

800 (Upstand)
900 (Upstand)
800 (Flat top)
900 (Flat top)

Unit B
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382

382
382

A
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690

690
690

min
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859

max
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879

C
(overall adjustment)

min max

A - Opening
B - Reach
All dimensions in
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C
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Bliss Pentagon enclosure

L9181 AA 900mm Flat top pentagon hinged shower door and panels, right-hand
L9180 AA 900mm Flat top pentagon hinged shower door and panels, left-hand
L8921 AA 900mm Upstand pentagon hinged shower door and panels, right-hand
L8920 AA 900mm Upstand pentagon hinged shower door and panels, left-hand
L6349  900mm Pentagon flat top shower tray
L6355  900mm Pentagon upstand shower tray 
L6360  Pentagon riser kit

Unit
900 (Upstand)
900 (Flat top)

A
870
880

B
455
455

A - Opening
B - Reach
All dimensions in
millimetres

min
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833

max
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853
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(overall adjustment)

min max

C
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B
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tile face

tray
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board
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Drawings scale 1:25 Drawings scale 1:25 182
183

Idealite Square flat top tray

L6313   760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6314   800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6315   900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6316   1000 flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit 
  (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

B

A 67

190

C

Idealite Rectangular flat top tray

L6317   900 x 760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6318  900 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6319  1000 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6320  1200 x 760 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6321   1200 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6322   1200 x 900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6323   1400 x 900 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6324  1600 x 800 flat top low profile tray and waste
L6325   1700 x 750 flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6312  Extension kit (for use with L630901 on trays over 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

45

B

A 67

190

C

45

140

B

A 67

190

C

1555

150

1555

A
910

1010
1210
1210
1410

B
770
810
770
810
910

C
455
505
605
605
705

Idealite Rectangular upstand tray

L6336  900 x 760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6337  1000 x 800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6338   1200 x 760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6339   1200 x 800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6340  1400 x 900 upstand low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6312  Extension kit (for use with L630901 on trays over 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

stud wall

plaster board (9mm)

3mm thick
adhesive layer (flat bed)
tile
sealant bead

Upstand trays

plaster board (9mm)

3mm thick
adhesive layer (flat bed)
tile
sealant bead

stud wall

Flat top trays

Idealite Shower trays pages 120-123

Idealite Flat top trays

Flat top installation 
The shower tray is placed against 
a finished wall, with tiling to the 
top of the tray.

Idealite Upstand trays

Upstand tray installation 
The shower tray is placed against a finished 
wall, with plasterboard on top of the 
upstand. The tray is then tiled into the wall 
by tiling over the upstand onto the tray.

Space Pentagon upstand tray

E7084   Space 800 Pentagon upstand 
  stone resin tray with waste

Idealite Pentagon flat top tray

L6343   900 Pentagon flat top low 
profile tray and waste

LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6309   1200 riser kit 
  (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Offset quadrant flat top tray

L6329   900 x 800 right-hand offset quadrant 
flat top low profile tray and waste

L6330   900 x 800 left-hand offset quadrant 
flat top low profile tray and waste

L6630   1000 x 800 right-hand offset quadrant 
flat top low profile tray and waste

L6631   1000 x 800 left-hand offset quadrant 
flat top low profile tray and waste

L6632   1200 x 800 right-hand offset quadrant 
flat top low profile tray and waste

L6633   1200 x 800 left-hand offset quadrant flat top 
low profile tray and waste

L6331   1200 x 900 right-hand offset quadrant flat top 
low profile tray and waste

L6332   1200 x 900 left-hand offset quadrant flat top 
low profile tray and waste

LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6310  Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

Idealite Quadrant flat top tray

L6326  800 quadrant flat top low profile 
  tray and waste  
L6327  900 quadrant flat top low profile 
  tray and waste  
L6328  1000 quadrant flat top low profile tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6310  Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

B

F

A
C 67

D

R550

E

G

B

E

A
C 67

D

R550

F

G

67

R550

B

C

A
D

E

F

45

45

140

910

515

910
515

67
398

724

398

Left Hand Right Hand

Idealite Quadrant upstand tray

L6341  Idealite 800 quadrant upstand low 
  profile tray and waste 
L6342  Idealite 900 quadrant upstand low 
  profile tray and waste 
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
L6310  Idealite Quadrant riser kit
L6308  Idealite flexible waste pipe

800 x 800
900 x 900
1000 x 1000

A
810
910

1010

C
510
610
710

E
260
360
460

F
260
360
460

G
909

1056
1197

B
810
910

1010

D
510
610
710

45

45

140

800 x 800
900 x 900

A
810
910

C
512
612

E
260
360

F
260
360

G
915
1055

B
810
910

D
512
612

1555

150

1555

900 x 800 RH
900 x 800 LH

A
910
810

C
510
610

E
260
360

F
360
260

B
810
910

D
610
510

1200 x 900 RH 1210 610 360 660910 910
1200 x 900 LH 910 910 660 3601210 610

1000 x 800 RH 1010 510 260 460810 710
1000 x 800 LH 810 710 460 2601010 510
1200 x 800 RH 1210 510 260 660810 910
1200 x 800 LH 810 910 660 2601210 510

45

140

45

Idealite Square upstand tray

L6333  760 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6334  800 upstand low profile tray and waste
L6335   900 upstand low profile tray and waste
LV69967  Adhesive upstand
L6309  1200 riser kit 
  (for use with trays up to 1200)
L6308  Flexible waste pipe

B

A 67

190

C

A
910
910

1010
1210
1210
1210
1410
1610
1710

B
770
810
810
770
810
910
910
810
760

C
455
455
505
605
605
605
705
805
855

900 x 760
900 x 800
1000 x 800
1200 x 760
1200 x 800
1200 x 900
1400 x 900
1600 x 800
1700 x 750

A
795800 x 800

B
795

C
125

D
50

E
435

F
435

G
322

H
322

K
670

A
770
810
910

1010

B
770
810
910

1010

C
385
405
455
505

760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900
1000 x 1000

45

45

140

150

1555

1555

A
770
810
910

B
770
810
910

C
385
405
455

760 x 760
800 x 800
900 x 900

A
910

1010
1210
1210
1410

B
770
810
770
810
910

C
455
505
605
605
705

Note Tray measurements at base

322

795

50 322

795

125

175 660
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Tris pages 126-129

Tris

T6307 C2 Right-hand
T6308 C2 Left-hand

Sizing tolerances ± 5mm

Technical specifications with water  
inlet/outlet and electrical panel

  Hot water connection 

  Cold water connection

  Power supply outlet and equipotential 
 
 g connection cable

 s Outlet Ø 40

    All connections must be at floor level. 
Minimum height of bathroom  
250cm for maintenance.

The product will have to be assembled  
with finished floors and walls.

The product cannot be installed  
in carpeted areas.

The product can never be set  
into the wall.

820 820g g

2290 2290

1620

380
800

100

S

1620

380
800

100

S

2260 1850 2310

700

226018502310

700

900
2300

2100

900
2300

2100

!

Recognised  
plumbing  
associations 
Association of  
Plumbing and Heating  
Contractors (APHC)  
www.aphc.co.uk 

Chartered Institute of  
Plumbing and Heating  
Engineering  
www.ciphe.org.uk 

Scottish and Northern 
Ireland Plumbing 
Employers Federation  
www.snipef.org.uk
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Painting on p73 
Tethered vessels by Phil Braham

Designed by

solutions
Water saving and safety

The following chart gives an overview  
of our complete range of mixers  
and taps including all water saving, 
time saving and safety features.

Attitude Silver Melange Moments Alfiere 

Features

Ceramic Disc technology – CLICK*
Ceramic Disc technology – Multi-port
Temperature limit stop**
Cool Body technology***

Models available

Basin mixer, single lever A4592 AA E0067 AA A4261 AA A3903 AA N9786 AA

A5535 AA E0068 AA A5399 AA A5565 AA

A4597 AA A3906 AA

A5536 AA A5566 AA

Basin mixer, dual control E0065 AA

E0066 AA

Basin mixer, vessel A4755 AA E0069 AA A4267 AA N9798 AA

A4756 AA

Basin mixer, three tap holes E0061 AA A4289 AA

E0062 AA

Basin mixer, wall mounted, E0063 AA A4263 AA

three tap holes E0064 AA

Bidet mixer, single lever A4617 AA E0073 AA A4268 AA† A3909 AA N9786 AA

Bidet mixer, dual control E0074 AA

Bath filler, one tap hole A4609 AA A4277 AA A3921 AA

Bath filler, two tap holes E0072 AA

Bath filler, three tap holes E0070 AA

Bath filler, wall mounted, three tap holes E0071 AA

Bath filler, thermostatic rim mounted,
two tap holes A4283 AA

Bath/shower mixer rim mounted,
two tap holes A4278 AA

Bath/shower mixer, four tap holes A4335 AA A3920 AA‡

Bath/shower mixer, thermostatic,
rim mounted, two tap holes A4616 AA A4284 AA

Bath/shower mixer, thermostatic, exposed A4337 AA

Bath/shower mixer, manual, exposed A3914 AA N9812 AA

Shower mixer, manual, exposed A3910 AA N9788 AA

Bath/shower mixer, manual, built-in A3912 AA

Shower mixer, manual, diverter built-in A3916 AA

Shower mixer, thermostatic, exposed A4613 AA A4336 AA

Built-in shower faceplate A4615 AA & A3642 AA & A4290 AA & A3918 AA &

and handles, TT valve A3969 NU A3969 NU A3969 NU A3969 NU

Built-in central shower faceplate A4291 AA & A3919 AA &

and handles, TT Valve A3970 NU A3970 NU

Shower mixer, built-in thermostatic A5599 AA & A5597 AA & 

A5600 AA A5598 AA

Side valves, Idealfill A3998 AA &

E6791 AA

Shower column K6190 AA

Shower kit, flexible A4942 AA

Shower kit, fixed overhead
Control valve, built-in A4018 AA

Three-way diverter A4019 AA

Shower station, wall mounted F1091 AA

Shower hose and handset A4943 AA

Kitchen mixers single lever, dual control E0078 AA &

E0083 AA &

E0084 AA

*   CLICK technology applies to the single lever basin and bidet mixers only.  
Excludes Attitude basin mixer A4597 AA with Waterfall outlet.

**  Temperature limit stop applies to single lever basin mixer only.
*** Cool Body technology applies to thermostats only.

† Not Multi-port.
‡ For use with Exofil bath filler and  
 overflow K7812 AA.

Guarantee
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard 
products enables us to guarantee all ceramic products 
(including accessories) for a lifetime and Idealcast and Idealform 
acrylic baths for 25 years from date of purchase. Furniture, bath 
panels, mixers and taps, WC suites and cistern fittings are 
guaranteed for five years from date of purchase. Parts (including 
flushvalves) are guaranteed for five years and will be replaced 
if found to be faulty. Whirlpool bath systems are guaranteed for 
two years from the date of purchase (including all components). 
Shower enclosures and bath screens are guaranteed for 10 years 
from the date of purchase. The guarantee does not cover general 
wear and tear. Our guarantee is offered on all products that 
have been used in the manner for which they were intended, 
and does not apply to any products that have been misused or 
abused in any way. Products must be installed and cared for in 
line with our fixing instructions and local water byelaws. The 
guarantee covers products in domestic use by the consumer 
and not commercial or business use. In the unlikely event the 
product fails within the guarantee period, we offer a free replace-
ment or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability is 
limited to individual products and does not cover consequential 
loss or damage on installations. When your bathroom has been 
satisfactorily installed and is working well, please ensure you 
register your guarantee. The guarantee is transferable – it applies 
to the product not the purchaser provided guarantee registration 
details are passed on to the new owner. You can register for 
guarantees on a bathroom bought on your behalf by a plumber 
or builder. Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. This 
guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement  
in design and performance of its products. The right is there-
fore reserved to vary specifications without notice. Colour 
reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of 
the printing process. 

A division of Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd. P1066(2) 07/11.

Water efficiency
The BMA is the leading trade association 
for bathroom manufacturers in the UK. They 
have introduced a Water Efficient Labelling 
Scheme which allows you to choose products 
that meet the BMA standards for water 
efficiency. Over 200 products from Ideal Standard are part of 
this scheme, so look out for this logo on our most environmentally 
friendly WC suites, baths, showers and basin fittings.

Important installation information
A key element in the performance of a bathroom is the quality 
of the installation. We recommend you use a plumber from a 
registered association (see below) and consult them right from 
the start. Your local Ideal Standard stockist may offer a plumbing 
service or, if not, will be able to recommend a qualified plumber. 
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